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a. Introduction & background of campaign/event 

The media kit, submitted for consideration for an IFEA Pinnacle Award, was 
produced for the unveiling of the original artwork created for the 2014 Tulsa 
International Mayfest poster.   

Each year we select an artist with local ties to create the artwork that will become 
the commemorative poster for Mayfest.  The artwork and poster artist identity is 
kept secret for months until the unveiling, which occurs two weeks before 
Mayfest begins in an effort to build excitement about the days to come. 

The media kit is altered each year to tie into the artwork while giving the media 
something that is creative, well organized and easy to use.  

The purpose of this media kit is to provide the press with all relevant materials 
necessary to obtain news coverage for the poster and the Festival itself.   

The electronic media kit was distributed to press in advance of the unveiling with 
an embargo.  The entire kit was given to press in attendance at the unveiling and 
delivered to those who could not attend due to breaking news. 

b. Provide actual media kit used to send out for your event – included 

Media kit consists of a model of a ’49 Chevy truck (featured in poster artwork) 
with a flash drive card that has the poster artwork printed on one side and the 
Mayfest logo on the other side.  On the disk is the poster artwork, artist bio and 
other information relating to the poster and the Festival.  

c. Target audience/demographics for the media 

Our target audience is the Tulsa metropolitan area, which has an approximate 
population of 951,814 according to the Tulsa Regional Chamber.  Mayfest is 
comprised of several areas, that when rolled into one large four day festival, 
offers something for everyone to enjoy.  We have activities, art, entertainment 
and foods that appeal to a cross section of our community.   Some festival goers 
come for the corndogs, some for the selection of fine art, some for the hands-on 
art activities in our KidZone area and others for the varied musical selection.  The 
poster artist tries to capture the essence of the Festival in a single snapshot, 
which hopefully appeals to the community at large. 

d. Target location (communities/cities/states) for media 

We targeted media in the Tulsa, Oklahoma metro area, which reaches several 
surrounding counties as well as some coverage reaching into Arkansas, Kansas 
and Missouri. 

e. Types of mediums used for media outreach 

E-mail press releases with follow up phone call and e-mail outreach to attend 
unveiling.  Delivered digital media kit with embargo date and time ahead of event.  



Once the media attends unveiling, they receive digital kit on a flash drive which 
has the image of the poster artwork on it as well as the ’49 Chevy truck model, 
which was featured in the artwork.  In addition to the media, we invite volunteers 
and sponsors and ask them to help spread the word.  We also use social media 
sites Facebook and Twitter. 

f. Measurable results indicating: 

· Number of publications/cities/states targeted 

Four television stations and one daily newspaper located in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma were targeted.   

· Percent of distribution that covered news 

75% of the targeted television stations covered the event.  Among the 
print media, 100% targeted covered the event.  Overall, we received 
coverage from 80% of the targeted outlets.   

· Longevity of media coverage 

Coverage began the evening of the unveiling, April 30, 2014 and ran 
through May 16, 2014, the second of the four-day festival.  

· Increase/decrease in media from previous years 

The longevity of our coverage was comparable to previous years, 
although we received more coverage of the poster artwork during the 
festival than previous years.  This is a great benefit to us, as we want to 
increase not only sales of the posters and t-shirts that feature the artwork, 
but the original piece as well.  It is sold during the festival by a silent 
auction in our indoor Invitational Gallery.  The percentage of media 
covering the event was up to 80% from 75% in 2012 and 2013.  In 2014, 
the first year to measure our Facebook reach, our post revealing the 
artwork reached 3,200 people.  
 

g. Supporting question – What did you do to update/change this promotion 
from the year before? Were your updates/changes successful?  Please 
provide measurable results/examples. 

We were fortunate to find model ’49 Chevy trucks, just like the one depicted in 
the original artwork.  These were the base of the kit, included in the bed of the 
truck is a flash drive with the artwork on one side, our logo on the other and all 
pertinent information contained on the drive.  We were also able to secure a ’49 
Chevy truck to make an appearance at the unveiling, so those in attendance 
were able to get a photograph with it, the artwork and artist.  We had a 5% 
increase in coverage by local media outlets.  We also received quite a bit of 
coverage during the run of the Festival, which is unusual for the poster to still be 
featured.  It was an incredibly successful change to the previous kit. 



   

h. Supporting materials - included 

a. Press release 

b. Artist Bio 

c. Unveiling Agenda 

d. News clippings 

e. Media Value and Facebook reports 

f. Supporting photographs 
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Communications 
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 Heather Pingry, Mayfest 
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MAYFEST POSTER REVEAL SET 
The annual artwork designed by Tulsa native 

 
Tulsa, Okla. (April 16, 2014) – The original artwork for the 2014 Mayfest poster, created by Tulsa 
artist Phill Cooper, will be unveiled at 5:30 p.m. on Wednesday, April 30, at the Helmerich Research 
Center on the OSU-Tulsa campus, located at 700 N. Greenwood Ave. 
 
Phill Cooper is a Tulsa native and local artist.  He works with his wife Fonda at Cooper Design, 
specializing in graphic design and advertising.  Cooper is a graduate of Tulsa University’s Art School 
where he learned both graphic design and oil painting.  Cooper’s hobbies include oil painting and 
thinking about oil painting. 
 
Whimsical and offbeat are the two words that Cooper uses to describe his paintings.  He has 
developed his own painting genre he calls “Big Stuff” which takes ordinary objects and portrays them 
as larger-than-life.   
 
“What could be more fun than a vintage pickup truck loaded with fun stuff?  Maybe a gigantic floating 
pickup truck loaded with gigantic fun stuff!” said Cooper.  “This painting signals the arrival of 
whopping good times at Tulsa’s International Mayfest.  The vintage truck represents the many years 
that Mayfest has delivered outstanding art, food and music to Tulsa.” 
 
The reception will include the unveiling of the 2014 poster and recognition of the sponsors that make 
Mayfest possible each year. 
 
Posters will be available for purchase at the Mayfest office starting May 1.  The Mayfest office is 
located in the Harwelden Mansion at 2210 S. Main.  Posters will also be available at the Merchandise 
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Tent at 4th St. and Main during the festival, May 15-18.  Posters are $25 if signed by Cooper and $15 
for unsigned.   
 
The original artwork will be sold by silent auction, with a “buy it now” option.  Bidding will take place at 
our Invitational Gallery, located in the Williams Towers Lobby at 1 W. 3rd Street.  Bidding will open at 
the Invitational Gallery Opening party on May 14 and continue through 3pm on Sunday, May 18. To 
buy tickets to the Invitational Gallery Opening, call (918) 582-6435 or email 
comments@tulsamayfest.org.      
 
The artwork for this year’s poster will be added to the Mayfest mural by William Franklin. Each year, 
Franklin adds the current poster art to the mural on the wall of the Official Mayfest Hotel, the Hyatt 
Regency.  Painting will begin after May 1, at 3rd Street and Main, weather permitting. 
 
About Tulsa International Mayfest 
Tulsa International Mayfest is a family friendly outdoor tribute to the arts and music created to 
promote a broader knowledge of and appreciation for arts and humanities among serious, as well 
as casual art lovers. More than 350,000 people are expected to attend this year’s event, 
celebrating 42 years of Mayfest, on May 15-18, 2014. For more information, visit 
www.tulsamayfest.org. Mayfest is presented by MidFirst Bank. Other sponsors include Cupcake 
Vineyards, The Children's Hospital at Saint Francis, AT&T GoPhone, Southern Journeys, Public 
Service Company of Oklahoma, Macy's, Shock Top, Williams Center Towers I & II, LLC, Atlas 
Pipeline, WPX Energy, American Waste, Metro PCS, Skinner Pasta, Oklahoma State University-
Tulsa, The Gelvin Foundation, ONEOK, Inc., Tulsa Downtown Coordinating Council and Hyatt 
Regency.   
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Mayfest 2014 Painting

TITLE:

“The Gigantic Pickup Truck Comes Fully Equipped”.

PAINTING INFO:

The size is 30 x 30 inches.  It was done using oil paint on stretched canvas.  It features a very 
oversized 1949 Chevy pickup truck floating over Downtown Tulsa. 

ABOUT PHILL COOPER:

     Phill Cooper is a Tulsa native and local artist.  He works with his wife Fonda at Cooper 
Design, specializing in graphic design and advertising.  Cooper is a graduate of Tulsa 
University’s Art School where he learned both graphic design and oil painting.  Cooper’s 
hobbies include oil painting and thinking about oil painting.
     Whimsical and offbeat are the two words that Cooper uses to describe his paintings.  He has 
developed his own painting genre he calls “Big Stuff ” which takes ordinary objects and portrays 
them as enormous and in your face.  Expect to see more of the “Big Stuff ” genre from Cooper.

ARTIST STATEMENT:

“What could be more fun than a vintage pickup truck loaded with fun stuff?  Maybe a 
GIGANTIC floating pickup truck loaded with GIGANTIC fun stuff!  This painting signals the 
arrival of whopping good times at Tulsa’s International Mayfest.  The vintage truck represents 
the many year’s that Mayfest has delivered outstanding art, food and music to Tulsa.  It’s a 
celebration of mammoth proportions!”

     –Phill Cooper



  
 
 

Agenda – Mayfest Poster Unveiling 
 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 
5:30 p.m. 

OSU-Tulsa 
Helmerich Research Center, 700 North Greenwood Avenue 

 
1. Welcome by Ken Busby, Mayfest Board President 
2. Recognition of Sponsors, Heather Pingry, Executive Director 
3. Remarks by Ed Fariss, MidFirst Bank Executive Vice President 
4. Remarks by Howard Barnett, OSU-Tulsa President 
5. Remarks by Mary Jo Sartain, Mayfest Festival Chair 
6. Remarks by Phill Cooper, 2014 Mayfest Poster Artist 
7. Poster unveiled by Ed Fariss, Howard Barnett, Ken Busby and Phill Cooper 
8. Follow-up Remarks by Phill Cooper, 2014 Mayfest Poster Artist 
9. Final Remarks, Ken Busby, Mayfest Board President 

 
 
Sponsors 
 
Presenting Sponsor  MidFirst Bank 
KidZone   The Children’s Hospital at St. Francis 
Youth Art Gallery Public Service Company of Oklahoma 
Invitational Gallery  Williams Center Towers I & II 
Art of the Monarch Gallery WPX Energy 
Beverage Sponsors  Shock Top Beer, Pepsi and Parkhill’s Liquors & Wine 
Gold Sponsor                         Atlas Pipeline, American Waste 
Poster Sponsor  OSU-Tulsa 
Silver Sponsor   The Gelvin Foundation and ONEOK, Inc. 
Corporate Affiliates Cupcake Vineyards, AT&T GoPhone, Southern Journeys, 

MetroPCS, Macy’s, and Skinner Pasta 
Barricade Sponsor  Tulsa Downtown Coordinating Council 
Official Mayfest Hotel             Hyatt Regency 
Media Sponsors  The Tulsa Voice, News on 6, 103.3 The Eagle, MIX 96 and K95.5 
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Mayfest Poster Unveiled
Posted:
Updated:

Posted by: Shirlanna Harbin - email

The Mayfest Poster's unveiling took place Wednesday evening at the OSU-Tulsa
Helmerich Research Center.

The artwork is designed by Tulsa native and artist, Phil Cooper. According to the
press release, he is a graduate of Tulsa University's Art School and works with his
wife, Fonda, at Cooper Design.

Cooper has developed his own painting genre called, "Big Stuff" which takes
ordinary objects and portrays them as larger than life.

"This painting signals the arrival of whopping good times at Tulsa’s International
Mayfest. The vintage truck represents the many year’s that Mayfest has delivered
outstanding art, food and music to Tulsa," says Cooper in his statement for the

Mayfest release.

Posters will be available for purchase at the Mayfest office starting May 1.  The Mayfest
office is located in the Harwelden Mansion at 2210 S. Main.

The original artwork will be sold by silent auction, with a “buy it now” option.  Bidding will take place at the Mayfest

Invitational Gallery, located in the Williams Towers Lobby at 1 W. 3rd St.  Bidding will open at the Invitational Gallery
Opening party on May 14 and continue through 3 p.m. on Sunday, May 18. To buy tickets to the Invitational Gallery
Opening, call (918) 582-6435 or email comments@tulsamayfest.org.     

Poster Title: "The Gigantic
Pickup Truck Comes Fully

Equipped"
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EXCLUSIVE: Suspect in Fatal Accident Responds to Accusations downtown Tulsa has been pretty painless.
More >>

10 PM Newscast With Kristin And Mark

10 PM Newscast With Kristin And
Mark

Thursday Forecast-Expect Heavy
Rainfall

The Little Lighthouse Breaks
Ground on Expansion Project

Construction officially begins in October,
and will take 14 months to complete.
More >>

Broken Arrow Neighbors Struggle
to Keep Up with Summer Food
Demand

 Several basic needs agencies in Green
Country continue to struggle with high food demand
over the summer.
More >>

Wednesday- Near Record Lows

"Dive Bar Town Hall" Held at the
'Soundpony'

 Channel 8's Ethan Calloway reports from
downtown Tulsa.

More >>
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 1.  Muskogee Phoenix  Online Only   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Teen guitarist thrives on music
Jun 16

2014 06:03AM CT  
 

 

I played the mom, she said. It was real cool, getting a lead the first year I was
at Sadler.Things got serious when Millisa got her first electric guitar at age 11.
She began playing at a summer rock camp in June 2009.She went on to
perform at Oklahoma Music Hall of Fame fundraisers, Muskogee Red Cross
fundraisers, the Porter Peach Festival, Muskogee Azalea Festival Cook-off and
Tulsa MAYFEST. She performs in Muskogees Saturday Night Spotlight and
Rising Stars music programs. She plays guitar and sings with the youth rock
band Insane Audio.Her music attracted the attention of the Berklee College
of Music in Boston, which has given her a full scholarship for its Five Week
Performance Program.Meet Millisa HendersonAGE: 15.HOMETOWN:
Muskogee.CAREER: It would be playing guitar.

 

 

 

 2.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Some struggle to use all of their vacation time
Jun 4

2014 12:26AM CT  
 

 

Heather Pingry starts planning her familys summer vacation in January. Pingry
is the executive director of Tulsa International MAYFEST. Because of that
events demands, she never has time to take more than a day or two off from
the first of the year until the four-day event is over in mid-May. Subscription
Required An online service is needed to view this article in its entirety.

 

 

 

 3.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Skipping vacations not a good idea
Jun 3

2014 11:26PM CT  
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Heather Pingry starts planning her family's summer vacation in January.
Pingry is executive director of Tulsa International MAYFEST. Because of that
event's demands, she never has time to take more than a day or two off
from the first of the year until the four-day event is over in mid-May.
Subscription Required An online service is needed to view this article in its
entirety.

 

 

 

 4.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
 Throwback Tulsa: Oklahomans made first legal beer run in
1933

May 29
2014 05:07AM CT  

 

 

Other craft breweries soon followed. 2013 For the first time, visitors could
legally taste beer at Oklahoma breweries, limited to 12 ounces each per day.
Read more Throwback Tulsa blogs: Memorial weekend deluge was 30 years
ago Storms, Hanson, risqu art, beer dispute must be MAYFEST time Solving
the mystery of Heartbreak Hotel Critic found Tulsa rock fans appalling in 1974
Executioners first used Old Sparky in 1915 Easter pageant was a holiday ritual
for decades Woodward. Park and the Creek woman who once owned it
Teacher rally recalls push for House Bill 1017 Debbie Jackson 918-581-8374
debbie.jackson@tulsaworld.com

 

 

 

 5.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
 Hawthorne Elementary dedicates new track with help of
WPX Energy

May 27
2014 08:30PM CT  

 

 

Subscribe Login Screen Name or Email Choose an online service.
tulsaworld.com. Current print subscribers Back More about Hawthorne
MAYFEST gallery MAYFEST Gallery MAYFEST Gallery MAYFEST Gallery More
about Education ARTICLE: More about Wpx ARTICLE: Discuss Print Posted in
Education, Local, News on Tuesday, May 27, 2014 3:30 pm. Tags: Hawthorne,
Education, Wpx, Wpx Energy, , , Track Similar Stories Most Read Rules of
Conduct 1 Keep it Clean. Please avoid obscene, vulgar, lewd, racist or
sexually-oriented language.

 

 

 

 6.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
 NCAA golf: Community leaders' goal is to put Tulsa's
positives on display

May 21
2014 03:06PM CT  

 

 

Downtown is completely different, Luellen said. Its a totally different
environment. Of course, we were downtown during MAYFEST, and we were
walking around during the Hanson performance and the girls were seeing all
the people having a good time and partying. They thought it was cool how
vibrant downtown is. Their memories of Tulsa will be of an active city.
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 7.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NCAA Women's Golf Championships to roll into town
May 21

2014 08:47AM CT  
 

 

Downtown is completely different, Luellen said. Its a totally different
environment. Of course, we were downtown during MAYFEST, and we were
walking around during the Hanson performance and the girls were seeing all
the people having a good time and partying. They thought it was cool how
vibrant downtown is. Their memories of Tulsa will be of an active city.

 

 

 

 8.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT MIDDAY
May 19

2014 11:00AM CT  
 

 

[11:05:24 AM]  The beer makers ran out of beer, though, about two hours
after the gates opened. Just a few blocks north of hop jam, MAYFEST
wrapped up it's 42nd year in downtown Tulsa. The four day art and music
festival brings in thousands of artists and performers. More than 80 percent
of vendors this year were from out of state.

  

 

 Nielsen
Audience:  20,283  

 Ad Value:  $75   Calc Ad Value:  $52  

 Calc Publicity
Value:  $157  

 
  

 9.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 FOX23 News at Noon
May 19

2014 12:00PM CT  
 

 

[12:40:33 PM] Hundreds of thousands of people packed dowtown Tulsa for
MAYFEST and the blue dome art fest. To wrap the weekend up was the hop
jam put on by hansen. Fox 23's miranda Christian found out why the three
brothers wanted to be there.

  

 

 Nielsen
Audience:  17,886  

 Ad Value:  $70   Calc Ad Value:  $35  
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 10.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox News This Morning
May 19

2014 08:00AM CT  
 

 

[8:52:04 AM]  Downtown was packed with hundreds of thousands of people
this weekend. From MAYFEST to the blue dome art festival Sunday night with
hopjam. The band "hanson" put on a festival full of music and beer in their
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hometown. The brothers are huge supporters of local breweries and just
wanted to put together a party where Tulsa could come together and enjoy a
free show.
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 11.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox News This Morning
May 19

2014 07:00AM CT  
 

 

[7:52:25 AM]  From MAYFEST to the blue dome art festival Sunday night with
hopjam. The band "hanson" put on a festival full of music and beer in their
hometown. The brothers are huge supporters of local breweries and just
wanted to put together a party where Tulsa could come together and enjoy a
free show.
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 12.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox 23 News Daybreak
May 19

2014 06:00AM CT  
 

 

[6:51:30 AM]  From MAYFEST to the blue dome art festival Sunday night with
hopjam. The band "hanson" came back to their hometown to put on a festival
full of music and beer. The brothers are huge supporters of local breweries
and just wanted to put together a party where Tulsa could come together
and enjoy a free show.
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 13.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox 23 News Daybreak
May 19

2014 05:00AM CT  
 

 

[5:51:20 AM]  Downtown was packed with hundreds of thousands of people
this weekend. From MAYFEST to the blue dome art festival Sunday night with
the hopjam. The band "hanson" came back to their hometown to put on a
festival full of music and beer. The brothers are huge supporters of local
breweries and just wanted to put together a party where Tulsa could come



View   

View   

together and enjoy a free show.
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Audience:  16,338  

 Ad Value:  $70   Calc Ad Value:  $49  
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Value:  $147  

 
  

 14.  NewsOn6.com-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Tulsa Students Put Talents To Work For Ailing Teacher
May 19

2014 11:50PM CT  
 

 

TULSA, Oklahoma - When one of their favorite teachers got really sick,
students at Marquette School in Tulsa put their hearts to work. Two of them
took advantage of the MAYFEST crowd this weekend and put their talent on
display. They played and sang for tips, to honor a teacher they love.Sam
Parker and Jordanna Baldauf, Marquette 6th graders, are already rehearsing
for their next little busking adventure."It was Sam's idea, he texted me last
weekend: 'I've got an idea, it involves playing music downtown for Mrs.
Fricker,'" Jordanna said.Mrs. Fricker is their computer teacher. She was
diagnosed with cancer during the year. Since then, students have been raising
money for cancer research.A coin drive at school raised more than
$1,200."Mrs. Fricker is one of my favorite teachers, by far," Jordanna said.So
the idea to set up on the sidewalk at the edge of MAYFEST Friday evening
was an easy one. Sam's parents sent us some photographs. The kids had a
hand-made sign encouraging passers by to help them make a change by
giving up their loose change.They earned over $150.They stayed a couple of
hours then moved to ONEOK Field for the Bedlam game.

 

 

 

 15.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
 Hanson and beer fans mingle in the Brady District for the
first-ever HopJam

May 19
2014 01:06AM CT  

 

 

Some vendors even ran out of beer while the lines still stretched down the
block. "I haven't really had a lot of exposure to Hanson, but you got to love
anything from Tulsa," said Jimmy Moore, from Collinsville, who was sampling
a dark ale from Mustang Brewing. "I'll definitely be a fan after tonight."
Hanson's fan appreciation day has been Tulsa tradition for several years,
always coinciding with MAYFEST weekend because that's where the band
first played in 1992, before becoming international celebrities. But this was
the first time the band added beer to the mix, closing most of the streets in
the Brady District to accommodate the huge audience. With Hanson's own
MMMHop Pale Ale recently earning an exceptional 90 points from
Tastings.com , their beer might someday be as famous as their music.
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 16.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 LATE NEWS
May 18

2014 10:00PM CT  
 

 

[10:05:31 PM]  She will be out there next year so you can check out her art
and a ton of other artists as well. This was the 11th year for the event.
Another year of MAYFEST here and gone. The free event wrapped up around
six tonight. It featured local artists selling their handmade crafts and a ton of
activities for kids. Vendors tell 2news it was another great year for them out
at the annual event. Julie macgowan MAYFEST artist 15:40- 15:54 "it's been
phenomenal for us this year. We were really busy yesterday. We shut down a
little bit early because my hand was cramped up, I couldn't do anymore. It's
always great we love it. It's estimated that more than 350- thousand people
came out to MAYFEST over the weekend. New tonight, Tulsa police actively
searching for a woman they consider missing and endangered. This is 86-
year-old Peggy freeman.
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 17.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 WEEKEND MORNING
May 18

2014 10:00AM CT  
 

 

[10:34:54 AM] Doors open at 3 PM and the concert starts at five, MAYFEST
wraps up today in downtown Tulsa the weather this weekend has only
helped bring out some of the biggest crowds ever to the street festival. A
potter from New Mexico, who's come to MAYFEST the last 25 years, says this
is the best year ever for sales. "We can lose a day. We lose a morning. We
can lose an afternoon, and we haven't lost any time. The crowds are huge.
It's good. MAYFEST ends tonight. People can go check out the artists and
food vendors starting at 11 am until 6 this evening. Adlib toss to Taft Taft
adlibs in a 2news look ahead, Oklahoma law enforcement is joining the
nationwide "click it or ticket" campaign.
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 18.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 EARLY NEWS
May 18

2014 08:30AM CT  
 



 

[8:14:54 AM] Doors open at 3 PM and the concert starts at five, you still have
time to head downtown and enjoy MAYFEST, but today is your last chance.
The weather this weekend has cooperated to help bring out some of the
biggest crowds ever to the street festival. A potter from New Mexico, who's
come to MAYFEST the last 25 years, says this year's had the best sales he's
seen, "we can lose a day. We lose a morning. We can lose an afternoon, and
we haven't lost any time. The crowds are huge. It's good. You can go check
out the artists, and food, starting at 11 am through 6 this evening. If you're
looking for a more local spin on art, right next to MAYFEST is the blue dome
art festival. 2news reporter jamil donith is there now as artists begin setting
up for the last day. Thanks jamil!
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 19.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 EARLY NEWS
May 18

2014 08:30AM CT  
 

 

[8:34:27 AM]  If you're looking for a local arts driven event aside from
MAYFEST, just a little ways over you'll find the blue dome art festival. 2news
reporter jamil donith there now checking it out. What're you finding out
there jamil?
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 20.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox 23 News at 9
May 18

2014 09:00PM CT  
 

 

[9:09:56 PM]  We also learned the unit *did* have working smoke detectors,
that helped to alert the apartment tenant. No one was hurt. Hundreds of
thousands of people packed dowtown Tulsa for MAYFEST and the blue dome
art fest. To wrap the weekend up was the hop jam put on by hansen.
Happening now, fox 23's miranda Christian is live in downtown Tulsa at the
event, she found out why the three brothers wanted to be there.
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 21.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox News This Morning
May 18

2014 08:00AM CT  
 

 

[8:21:32 AM] Unique reseach, how saint jude Children's Hospital is helping
patients long after they grow up. Safety first, the reason one woman says,
she feels safe during MAYFEST, despite the huge crowd. When thieves hit an
Oklahoma liquor store, they didn't just kick the door in, the unusual way they
got inside, and why the security didn't see ard. Right now, more than 8,000
Oklahoma children are in the Foster care system.
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 22.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox News This Morning
May 18

2014 08:00AM CT  
 

 

[8:34:24 AM]  The ranch is also putting up 25-thousand dollars for
information. If you have any information, you're asked to call the Rogers
county sheriff's hundreds of thousands have enjoyed MAYFEST this weekend,
and tens of thousands more for the blue dome arts fest. And oneok stadium
hosted the final game of bedlam baseball last night. Fox23's ian silver went to
MAYFEST and found out why people felt safe, despite the crowds. I've been
here since Thursday, and i've been here every day since the fest started, and I
keep coming back. I bring my sister back, I bring my brother back, and we're
just having a really good time.
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 23.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox News This Morning
May 18

2014 07:00AM CT  
 

 
[7:00:23 AM]  Tracking rain, whose seeing rain now, and whether you'll need
a jacket for MAYFEST. Good morning on this, Sunday may 18th, it's 7 o'clock.
Thanks for joining us for fox23 news this morning, I'm Tiffany alaniz.
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 24.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox News This Morning
May 18

2014 07:00AM CT  
 

 

[7:21:52 AM]  Safety first, the reason one woman says, she feels safe during
MAYFEST, despite the huge crowd. Rallying against the death penalty. The
groups coming together *today*at the capitol, and what they say needs to
happen next.
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 25.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox News This Morning
May 18

2014 07:00AM CT  
 

 

[7:34:04 AM]  The ranch is also putting up 25-thousand dollars for
information. If you have any information, you're asked to call the Rogers
county sheriff's department. Hundreds of thousands have enjoyed MAYFEST
this weekend, and tens of thousands more for the blue dome arts fest. And
oneok stadium hosted the final game of bedlam baseball last night. Fox23's
ian silver went to MAYFEST and found out why people felt safe, despite the
crowds. I've been here since Thursday, and i've been here every day since the
fest started, and I keep coming back. I bring my sister back, I bring my
brother back, and we're just having a really good time.
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 26.  KOKI-TV [FOX 23]  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Safety a priority as huge crowds pack downtown festivals
May 18

2014 02:09AM CT  
 

 

TULSA, Okla. More than 350,000 people are expected downtown this
weekend for MAYFEST and tens of thousands more are expected at the Blue
Dome Arts Festival to go along with crowds attending Drillers games. Police
told FOX23 that even with all the people packed downtown, things have
gone surprisingly smoothly. Ive been here since Thursday and I keep coming
back.

 

We came around and found $5 parking and plenty of spots open, said Dave
Habermehn. Well worth the $5 to come down and have a good time. In all
there are 20 off-duty officers providing security between the Blue Dome



View   

 
Festival and MAYFEST plus seven on-duty officers. There are also plenty of
officers on patrol outside of the festivals looking for drunk drivers leaving
downtown.

 

 

 

 27.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 AT TEN
May 18

2014 10:00PM CT  
 

 
[10:06:51 PM]  MAYFEST 20-14 wrapped up just a few hours ago in
downtown Tulsa. The festival featured lots of live music, lots of food and lots
of art to look at and buy. More than 100 artists were showcased.
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 28.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 AT 5:30
May 18

2014 05:30PM CT  
 

 

[5:36:21 PM]  And MAYFEST 2014 is almost over - it ends in just about 20
minutes. Live music tons of art and all the fried foods you could think of
were on hand for four days in downtown Tulsa. Something new this year was
the 'under 200 program' which offered affordable art for everyone.
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 29.  KQCW-CW  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 AT 9
May 18

2014 09:00PM CT  
 

 

[9:06:30 PM] Zac and Taylor say they hope hop jam becomes an annual,
National festival. MAYFEST 20-14 wrapped up just a few hours ago in
downtown Tulsa. The festival featured lots of live music, lots of food and lots
of art to look at and buy. More than 100 artists were showcased.
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 30.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 It's a wrap: Mayfest 2014
May 18
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2014 11:00PM CT  
 

 

On the final day of MAYFEST, fantasy artist Randal Spanglers booth was
overflowing with first-time and regular collectors. Spangler, who lives in
Kansas City, Missouri, has spent nearly 40 years selling his visions of cats,
fairies and cat-sized draglings, or housedragons, and said he sells tens of
thousands of his prints online and at about 35 shows each year, including
MAYFEST. Hes already participated in at least 20 MAYFEST festivals but
Sunday stood out as one of his favorite days to sell his art in Tulsa. This is
some of the best weather I have ever seen here, and that makes all the
difference, Spangler said while selling prints Sunday afternoon. Last year,
there was the threat of storms every day, and then Sunday it closed early
because of the tornado threat.(Weather threats) are stressful when you have
your whole business in a tent. The sunny weather combined with mild
temperatures brought thousands of people to see the 120 visual artists
stationed along Main Street on Sunday, as well as the various indoor galleries
scattered throughout. Dave and Alyson Moyers, who traveled from Sand
Springs, said they made Spanglers booth one of their first stops, as Dave
Moyer has been a fan since he received two of his prints for a thank-you gift
as a child when he was in a wedding. When we first moved to Tulsa, we went
to our first MAYFEST, and he was here and we were excited because we
were like Thats the artist we have the pictures from, Alyson Moyers said. But
if it was pouring rain we would still be here. Sundays weather also allowed
dozens of Tulsa-area dancers to take to the stages and streets, whether to
show off their ballet skills or to educate passersby about Tulsas swing
community. Tulsan Kyle Hankins, a participant in Greenwood Swingout 2014,
said his and his fellow dancers specialty was the Lindy Hop, which originated
in Harlem in the late 1920s. Greenwood Swingout began as a way to unite
Tulsa through dance and to promote racial diversity in light of the Tulsa Race
Riot of 1921, Hankins said. We all thought it was going to rain, but it didnt so
we got lucky, he said while serving as the groups DJ. We just want to
encourage people to dance. The swing dance community is a worldwide
community. MAYFEST executive director Heather Pingry said this years
festival was one of the best in its history, with about 340,000 people
attending throughout the weekend. She said the improved weather on
Saturday and Sunday played a large role in the festivals success. (The
weather) couldnt get any better, Pingry said. Its exactly what we hope and
pray for months leading up to it. You want to enjoy MAYFEST when its nice
outside, especially with the winter weve had. Several of this years visual
artists have already expressed interest in reapplying to take part next year,
she said. There were several artists Ive talked to who said theyve had all-time
record-setting sales," Pingry said.
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 31.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
 Hanson and beer fans mingle in the Brady District for the
first-ever Hop Jam

May 18
2014 08:24PM CT  

 

 

Some vendors ran out within a couple of hours, and most of the craft beer
was gone long before Hanson took the stage Sunday night. "I haven't really
had a lot of exposure to Hanson, but you got to love anything from Tulsa,"
said Jimmy Moore, from Collinsville, who was sampling a dark ale from
Mustang Brewing. "I'll definitely be a fan after tonight." Hanson's fan
appreciation day has been Tulsa tradition for several years, always coinciding
with MAYFEST weekend because that's where the band first played in 1992,
before becoming international celebrities. But this was the first time the band
added beer to the mix, closing most of the streets in the Brady District to
accommodate the huge audience. With Hanson's own MMMHop Pale Ale
recently earning an exceptional 90 points from Tastings.com , their beer
might someday be as famous as their music.

 

 

 

 32.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Best Bets: May 18
May 18

2014 05:06AM CT  
 

 

Sunday: MAYFEST Tulsa International MAYFEST continues in downtown Tulsa
with art, music and food. Artists are set to display their work, and a variety of
musical acts will perform on several stages. Hours are 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday.

 

 

 

 33.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT 10
May 17

2014 10:00PM CT  
 

 

[10:01:23 PM]  Thanks for joining us. Thousands continue to descend on
downtown Tulsa this weekend for MAYFEST, checking out artists from every
state, and every style. 2news reporter will dupree is live at MAYFEST, and
spoke to some who've come back year after year. A lot of artists have closed
up shop this evening but the great weather this weekend has brought out
large crowds and led to even better sales. Jeff kuhns has logged a lot of miles
selling and showing off his pottery. (Jeff kuhns) 5.10 it's a good feeling to
make something, and it's a really good feeling to sell it too and have people
like it 5.17 every year for the last 25, he's traveled from his home in New
Mexico to Tulsa for MAYFEST. And the weather has made this year his best
ever for sales. (Jeff kuhns)3.43 we can lose a day.
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Audience:  29,744  

 Ad Value:  $400   Calc Ad Value:  $627  
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 34.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT 10
May 17

2014 10:00PM CT  
 

 

[10:07:40 PM]  Richard engel, NBC News, pergamon, turkey. MAYFEST, the
blue dome arts festival and a bunch of interesting looking cars. Just a few
things you'll find this weekend in downtown Tulsa. It's like a scene from
jurassic park in argentina.

 

 

[10:10:33 PM]  Paleontologists say they've found more than 200 bones in the
area. So far, the species does not have a name. MAYFEST brings hundreds of
artists from across the United States to downtown Tulsa. The art is
something both adults and kids can enjoy. Art beginnings is a kid-focused art
gallery at MAYFEST. Children can browse and buy art that normally retails for
hundreds of dollars for just five-dollars. The program's now in its second year
and was created to expose kids to art at an early age. "I got a painting. "It
looks kind of like gumballs, gumballs or ballons. The kids gallery features
MAYFEST art as well as student art. It runs from 11 am to six PM tomorrow.
For a full list of events, visit kjrh dot-com going in depth, at MAYFEST, safety
is always priority number one. 2news did some digging. We found out that
off- duty officers who patrol MAYFEST are paid through the festival's budget.
A few officers may be considered "on- duty" and would be paid overtime, but
that's a very small number. Tulsa's ''art car' event is downtown this weekend
as well.
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 35.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT 6
May 17

2014 06:00PM CT  
 

[6:14:47 PM]  MAYFEST brings thousands of people to downtown Tulsa to
check out artists from across the U.S. The weekend long event features fine
art from sculptures to prints. But as 2news reporter jamil donith explains, the
adults aren't the only ones enjoying all this art. Ooh that's cute, I like that
one. Along with their parents, sinclaire leverenz and meghan Salisbury check
out the art at MAYFEST. "I like that cupcake. Only this art is just for kids. "I
got a painting. "It looks kind of like gumballs. "Gumballs or ballons. Two years



 

running, art beginnings was created to give children a way to experience art
at MAYFEST like sinclaire and meghan who bought their first pieces of art
today. "It will match my new room in our new house, cause we are getting a
house, and it's abstracty. All of the art is donated, either by students or
MAYFEST artists. And all of it sells for just five-dollars. "It would normally sell
for five, six- hundred dollars to a thousand dollars, and they just donate it. "Hi
how are you today? Richard lorenz is one of those artists. He and his wife
have been coming to MAYFEST for more than six years now. "We've got a
successful business, so you know, we're blessed and we always try to give
back. The Arkansas artists' colorful bird prints range from ten dollars to three-
thousand. But he says MAYFEST isn't just about selling art. "It's all about
trying to grow that appreciation at a young age for the arts and it's a great
venue for that. A place where art can be enoyed at any age, jamil donith 2
news works for you art beginnings goes until seven PM tonight. It continues
Sunday from 11 am to six PM in the kidzone. You can also check out a full
lisit of events at MAYFEST on our website kjrhdot-com. New tonight, two
small earthquakes recorded in stillwater. The us geological survey says a three
two one hit around six this morning.
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 36.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS WEEKEND MORNING
May 17

2014 09:00AM CT  
 

 

[9:35:13 AM]  Happening today, thousands of people are joining dowtown for
this year's MAYFEST. Hundreds of booths are going up for the annual event
that offers art, music and food. Parts of downtown will be blocked off, traffic
east bound on 6th from boulder can come through to main but will have to
turn south.
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 37.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS WEEKEND MORNING
May 17

2014 09:00AM CT  
 

 

[9:46:10 AM] Shows are at 8 PM Thursday and Friday, and tickets start at
$95. Don't forget to get out and enjoy MAYFEST and the blue dome arts
festival, both continuing this weekend. I'm Julie chin and that's stuff 2 do. For



more entertainment and all things Oklahoma, pick up the may issue of
Oklahoma magazine.
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 38.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 EARLY NEWS
May 17

2014 08:30AM CT  
 

 

[8:14:47 AM]  Parts of downtown will be blocked off, traffic east bound on
6th from boulder can come through to main but will have to turn south. An
officer will be stationed at some barricades if you get lost. MAYFEST runs 11
to 11 today and ends tomorrow at 6 P.M. The blue dome district is right in
the middle of their festival this weekend. More than 200 vendors have set up
for the annual blue dome arts festival, nearly all of the artists are from right
here in Oklahoma.
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[8:30:28 AM]  Grab an hmm hops and celebrate not into craft brew? Stop by
dwelling spaces and get a hanson latte. At number two: MAYFEST! More than
100 artists from all over show off their work at the arts and music festival,
also downtown, including world-renowned blind painter, John bramblitt. I
know this was cowboy sunset because we were messing with it earlier, but I
can also feel the sky a little bit.

 

 

[8:31:17 AM]  Because your hands are made to understand shape and
contour. Check him out! MAYFEST runs through Sunday. And at number
three: the rest of downtown. A list of other goings on in the same area: the
blue down festival, the ou-OSU bedlam baseball series, and the Tulsa drillers
play on Sunday.
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[9:09:50 PM]  When the pharmacist asked if it was a robbery, she said yes,
and he gave her a bottle of the drug. Police said, the woman did not have a
weapon. More than 350-thousand people are expected downtown this
weekend for MAYFEST, and tens of thousands more for the blue dome arts
fest. Plus, a drillers game going on, and right now those crowds are at their
peak. Fox23's ian silver is live at MAYFESTIAN, no major problems so far? We
talked with police even though of thousands downtown now surprisingly
smooth so "i've been here since Thursday, and i've been here every day since
the fest started, and I keep coming back. I bring my sister we're just having a
lydia larrier her sister's graduation from rhema bible collegebut she got much
more than she planned for.
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[8:36:42 AM] There's a *lot* going on in downtown Tulsa this weekend.
MAYFEST gets underway today at 11, near 3rd and main. 150 vendors are set
up, selling art and hand-crafted goods through Sunday. The blue dome arts
festival also began Friday, more local vendors and food trucks will be set up
near 2nd and Elgin today.
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[7:37:41 AM]  Police tell fox23 the woman didn't say she had a weapon.
There's a *lot* going on in downtown Tulsa this weekend. MAYFEST starts
again today at 11, near 3rd and main. 150 vendors are set up, selling art and
hand-crafted goods through Sunday. The blue dome arts festival is also
happening today downtown, more local vendors and food trucks will be set
up near 2nd and Elgin.
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TULSA, Okla. -There's a lot going on in downtown Tulsa this weekend.
MAYFEST gets underway today at 11 a.m. near 3rd and Main. 150 vendors
are set up, selling art and hand-crafted goods through Sunday. The Blue
Dome Arts Festival, which also began Friday, will havemore local vendors and
food trucks will be set up near 2nd and Elgin today.
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[10:33:19 PM]  Police say they found a pickup truck belonging to urbina with
numerous stolen items. His girlfriend was taken in for questioning but
released. Tulsa police are patroling the many streets for MAYFEST this
weekend. Instead of walking around or using their patrol cars, officers are
choosing a different way to get around. News on 6 reporter Tony russell has
new details about what officers are doing to patrol the festival. When
MAYFEST fills up officers with the Tulsa police department switch out of their
crusiers and get onto these, sgt Bryan bryden, Tulsa police dept, " they're
very valuable tools to us especially in large crowds like this. The segways are
a very valuable tool they get us up a little higher we can see around a lot
easier see what's going on, " the bikes and segways allow Tulsa police officers
to squeeze patrol car can when the festival is going on. This part-time unit
has officers from around the department riding the bikes and segways. Sgt
Bryan bryden, Tulsa police dept, " it makes it really nice for us to, be able to
respond quickly and take care of any problems that may jump up, " sergeant
Bryan bryden says his unit will respond to every call within the festival area.
When the festival comes to a close, sergeant bryden says he'll keep patrols
up on their bikes and motorized units. He hopes they don't have to make any
arrests this weekend. Sgt Bryan bryden, Tulsa police dept, " have a good
time, just do it responsibly, if you're going to be drinking, have a designated
driver, take a cab home, take the bus whatever it is, don't be putting yourself
out on the roads, " and this year at MAYFEST, they're hoping to make buying.
Art more accessible. A new program this year called "under 200" aims to get
allow more people to buy from the artists they see at MAYFEST. MAYFEST

http://ct.moreover.com/?a=17752472473&p=1dg&v=1&x=vf-sWAH6tY7OQFYg9dCYug
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organizers are giving exhibitors a sign to hang on their tent that lets shoppers
know they have pieces for sale for less than 200 hunderd dollars. Holly
woelber, artist: "people often times think art is out of their reach and they
don't realize that they can buy a piece for $40-$50, have it in their homes, it
helps their kids appreciate buying art and collecting art, " artists particpating
in the program say it's bringing more foot traffic. Into their tents. MAYFEST
wraps up tonight at 11, and reopens 12 hours later at 11 on Sunday. Coming
up, a family who lost everything in the Moore tornado gets some help
rebuilding. When they'll move into their new home.
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[10:02:46 PM]  Police say they found a pickup truck belonging to urbina with
numerous stolen items. His girlfriend was taken in for questioning but
released. Tulsa police are patroling the many streets for MAYFEST this
weekend. Instead of walking around or using their patrol cars, officers are
choosing a different way to get around. News on 6 reporter Tony russell has
new details about what officers are doing to patrol the festival. When
MAYFEST fills up officers with the Tulsa police department switch out of their
crusiers and get onto these, sgt Bryan bryden, Tulsa police dept, " they're
very valuable tools to us especially in large crowds like this. The segways are
a very valuable tool they get us up a little higher we can see around a lot
easier see what's going on, " the bikes and segways allow Tulsa police officers
to squeeze through large crowds that fill the downtown streets of MAYFEST.
The segways can jump curbs and get to the scene faster than a patrol car can
when the festival is going on. This part-time unit has officers from around the
department riding the bikes and segways. Sgt Bryan bryden, Tulsa police dept,
" it makes it really nice for us to, be able to respond quickly and take care of
any problems that may jump up, " sergeant Bryan bryden says his unit will
respond to every call within the festival area. When the festival comes to a
close, sergeant bryden says he'll keep patrols up on their bikes and motorized
units. He hopes they don't have to make any arrests this weekend. Sgt Bryan
bryden, Tulsa police dept, " have a good time, just do it responsibly, if you're
going to be drinking, have a designated driver, take a cab home, take the bus
whatever it is, don't be putting yourself out on the roads, " and this year at
MAYFEST, they're hoping to make buying. Art more accessible. A new



program this year called "under 200" aims to get allow more people to buy
from the artists they see at MAYFEST. MAYFEST organizers are giving
exhibitors a sign to hang on their tent that lets shoppers know they have
pieces for sale for less than 200 hunderd dollars. Holly woelber, artist:
"people often times think art is out of their reach and they don't realize that
they can buy a piece for $40-$50, have it in their homes, it helps their kids
appreciate buying art and collecting art, " artists particpating in the program
say it's bringing more foot traffic. Into their tents.

 

 
[10:04:48 PM]  MAYFEST wraps up tonight at 11, and reopens 12 hours later
at 11 on Sunday. Coming up, a family who lost everything in the Moore
tornado gets some help rebuilding. When they'll move into their new home.
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[5:59:29 PM]  A huge conference built on bridging the gap for women in
"stem. Plus with this beautiful weekend weather it's a great excuse to be
outside. We give an inside look at Tulsa MAYFEST. But first at 6 a mother
wakes up to find her 5-year old daughter being sexually assaulted. Good
evening.
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[6:10:40 PM] This year Tulsa's MAYFEST is highlighting the many artists
showcasing artwork under 200-dollars! News on 6 reporter Tony russell is
live at Tulsa's MAYFEST downtown tonight where he spoke with some artists
and festival goers benefiting from the new program, Tony? Meagan, the
"under 200 program" is a quick an easy way for people hitting the tent
packed streets of downtown Tulsa to know there's affordable art inside.
More than a 120 artists are showcasing their best artwork for all of Tulsa to
see. Some of it's pricey, but MAYFEST wants you to know which artists are
selling their work for less than two hundred dollars. This year MAYFEST is



 

giving these signs to art exhibitors who sell work for affordable prices. Artists
participating in the program say the signs help shoppers purchase art they
once thought was too pricey to buy. SOTs holly woelber, artist, "people often
times think art is out of their reach and they don't realize that they can buy a
piece for $40-$50, have it in their homes, it helps their kids appreciate buying
art and collecting art, " local artist Kevin byrne (burn)is selling stoneware in
his. Tent for less than 200 bucks. Butt tokevin byrne, Tulsa artist, "people
stay away if they think everything's way too above their budget. People are
careful with their money now. I'm glad that they're promoting the show that
way they do a lot to promote the show, " artists will be out here till 8 and
reopen tomorrow at 11! Coming up tonight at 9&10 we'll speak with Tulsa
police about some new ways they plan to patrol the streets of MAYFEST.
Tony russell, news on 6. The sport of polo has a rich history in Tulsa dating
back to the 19-60's.
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[9:02:28 PM]  Police say they found a pickup truck belonging to urbina with
numerous stolen items. His girlfriend was taken in for questioning but
released. Tulsa police are patroling the many streets for MAYFEST this
weekend. Instead of walking around or using their patrol cars, officers are
choosing a different way to get around. News on 6 reporter Tony russell has
new details about what officers are doing to patrol the festival. When
MAYFEST fills up officers with the Tulsa police department switch out of their
crusiers and get onto these, sgt Bryan bryden, Tulsa police dept, " they're
very valuable tools to us especially in large crowds like this. The segways are
a very valuable tool they get us up a little higher we can see around a lot
easier see what's going on, " the bikes and segways allow Tulsa police officers
to squeeze through large crowds that fill the downtown streets of MAYFEST.
The segways can jump curbs and get to the scene faster than a patrol car can
when the festival is going on. This part-time unit has officers from around the
department riding the bikes and segways. Sgt Bryan bryden, Tulsa police dept,
" it makes it really nice for us to, be able to respond unit will respond to
every call within the festival area. When the festival comes to a close,
sergeant bryden says he'll keep patrols up on their bikes and motorized units.
He hopes they don't have to make any arrests this weekend. Sgt Bryan



bryden, Tulsa police dept, " have a good time, just do it responsibly, if you're
going to be drinking, have a designated driver, take a cab home, take the bus
whatever it is, don't be putting art more accessible. A new program this year
called "under 200" aims to get allow more people to buy from the artists
they see at MAYFEST. MAYFEST organizers are giving exhibitors a sign to
hang on their tent that lets shoppers know they have pieces for sale for less
than 200 hunderd dollars. Holly woelber, artist: "people often times think art
is out of their reach and they don't realize that they can buy a piece for $40-
$50, have it in their homes, it helps their kids appreciate buying art and
collecting art, " artists particpating in the program say it's bringing more foot
traffic. Into their tents. MAYFEST wraps up tonight at 11, and reopens 12
hours later at 11 on Sunday. Right now, firefighters in California are mopping
up hotspots after destructive wildfires raced through San Diego county. And
now, some evacuated residents are returning to what used to be their
homes.
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[10:05:03 PM]  They do not have custody of the boys and were arrested in
mannford on kidnapping complaints. The boys were found safe and returned
to their grandparents first weather separator 1st weather weather tosses
back it's the 42nd year that MAYFEST has closed down streets in downtown
Tulsa to display art from all over the country. Each year they showcase local
artists in one of their galleries. Channel eight's Kimberly hulsey explains why
that's so important to the locals. We are use to looking down the rows at
MAYFEST and seeing the 120 booths of artists. But inside some of the
buildings, you will find hundreds of pieces of local art. 30:30 any opportunity
to show our work is beneficial and important 30:35 Dean wyatt is one of the
100 artist picked to showcase their work.

 

 
[10:07:51 PM]  MAYFEST runs until tomorrow night at 6. There's another
nearby festival going on. It's in the blue dome district located at 2nd and
Elgin.
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[6:05:41 PM]  They do not have custody of the boys and were arrested in
mannford on kidnapping complaints. The boys were found safe and returned
to their grandparents first weather separator 1st weather weather tosses
back MAYFEST is in full swing, and there is so much to check out.

 

 

[6:06:38 PM]  There are 120 booths along main street plus a few galleries
with local artists. Channel eight's Kimberly hulsey is live at MAYFEST with
more. Kimberly? Yvonne we are use to seeing these tents but inside this
building there are hundreds of pieces of art. These buildings are exculsive to
just local artists and they have to be invited. Different types of local art can
be seen inside every angle of the Williams building. 28:37 the more the
better your walls may be full of paintings already but you find an incredible
basket you like glasswork or a sculpture we have a lot to choose from 28:50
having a local art only gallery isn't new to MAYFEST but every year the Tulsa
artists have to be. Invited, making it a unique show. 28:09 we have people
that selection and recommendation on local artists and then we invite them
to put one or two pieces whatever they wish and show their work and
hopefull sale it as well 28:18 100 artists were invited and they are all bringing
at least one piece, so there is.
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TULSA, Oklahoma - Ever been to an art festival and think you can't afford to
buy anything?This year, MAYFEST is highlighting the many artists showcasing
artwork under $200.The "Under 200 Program" is a quick an easy way for
people hitting the tent packed streets of downtown Tulsa to know there's
affordable art inside.More than a 120 artists are showcasing their best
artwork for all of Tulsa to see. Some of it's pricey, but MAYFEST wants
visitors to know which artists are selling their work for less than $200.Mayfest
is giving signs to art exhibitors who sell work for affordable prices.Artists
participating in the program say the signs help shoppers purchase art they
once thought was too pricey to buy."People. often times think art is out of
their reach, and they don't realize that they can buy a piece for $40-$50,
have it in their homes, it helps their kids appreciate buying art and collecting



View   

art," artist Holly Woelber said.Local artist Kevin Byrne is selling stoneware in
his tent for less. than $200."People stay away if they think everything's way
too above their budget," he said. "People are careful with their money now.
I'm glad that they're promoting the show that way they do a lot to promote
the show,"Artists will be downtown until 8 p.m. and will reopen at 11 a.m. on
Sunday.Coming up tonight at 9&10 we'll speak with Tulsa Police about some
new ways they plan to patrol the. streets of MAYFEST.
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Related story: MAYFEST artist spends his time making humorous clocks
Related story: Tulsas MAYFEST features award-winning blind painter Photo
gallery: MAYFEST through the years When John Kennington isnt hard at work
at his day job or as president of the Tulsa Audubon Society, hes traveling
across Oklahoma and flying to Rome. to enjoy his other passion: digitally
capturing the world around him. Kennington, of Bixby, has hundreds of
photographs for sale on canvas, paper or in frames of nearly everything he
sees, whether theyre of churches in Italy, the Tulsa skyline, a sunset on an
Oregon lake or the Tallgrass Prairie Vista in Pawhuska. His booth at Tulsas
42nd International MAYFEST had nonstop traffic on Saturday, with many
passersby asking what he says is a common question: Are they paintings or
photographs? I try to make them look realistic, and when theyre on canvas
they have texture, Kennington said, adding that hes been a photographer for
the past four decades. I was a yearbook photographer and did all the normal
high school stuff, but I also lived in the woods. So besides photographing the
football team, I was also taking pictures around my house. For Kennington,
the sales are personal. He personally completes each step of the artistic
process, from taking each photo he sells to stretching and framing canvases
once theyre printed. I definitely treat (photography) like a full-time business,
he said. There was a new branch of the Oklahoma Central Credit Union (at
51st Street and Peoria Avenue) opening up, and (the designers) saw me at
MAYFEST and hired me and wanted about 30 Oklahoma images for the bank.
It sort of forced me to go through all my Oklahoma archives to come up with
enough Oklahoma images to satisfy them, but it was good because
sometimes you overlook things. Neil Cluck, a Tulsa-based abstract artist on
his 10th MAYFEST event, has participated in area arts festivals since 1970,
two years before MAYFEST began. Clucks work consisting of various wood
panel shapes with oil paint is three-dimensional and full of high-contrast
combinations, depicting such scenes as sunrises and sunsets. If youre going
to do color, do it all the way, Cluck said while showing customers around his

http://ct.moreover.com/?a=17754944744&p=1dg&v=1&x=UsO4INWF9djtWMbFrwS4WQ
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booth.
 

 

Up there (in Chicago) they disappear and we never see the people again, he
said. But here some of the same people come and see me every year.
Kennington agreed, saying his regular participation in MAYFEST and other
festivals allows him to show his photographs to a wider variety of potential
clients. Its a really good way for an artist to get their work out there,
Kennington said. When you come to these, you meet the people who are
buying your art and are exposed to thousands of people you wouldnt see
otherwise. MAYFEST is a pretty good show. The weather at MAYFEST on
Saturday marked a significant improvement over the previous two days,
which also allowed for more artist-customer interaction, executive director
Heather Pingry said. Final crowd totals will be available Sunday, but she said
the crowd was incredible throughout the day. Its always nice to have a year
when it works in our favor, Pingry said.
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When John Kennington isnt hard at work at his day job or as president of the
Tulsa Audubon Society, hes traveling across Oklahoma and flying to Rome to
enjoy his other passion: capturing the world around him digitally. Kennington,
of Bixby, has hundreds of photographs for sale on canvas, paper or in frames
of nearly everything he sees, whether theyre of churches in Italy, the Tulsa
skyline, a sunset on an Oregon lake or the Tallgrass Prairie Vista in Pawhuska.
His booth at Tulsas 42nd International MAYFEST had nonstop traffic on
Saturday, with many passersby asking what he says is a common question:
Are they paintings or photographs? Subscription Required An online service is
needed to view this article in its entirety. You need an online service to view
this article in its entirety.
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 Mayfest artist spends his time making humorous clocks
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As MAYFEST rolled into its second day, Jim Mofhitz sat at the back of his tent
and reminded himself that money was not the priority. I wouldve stopped
doing this years ago if it was about the money, Mofhitz said Friday, leaning
forward in his chair to greet customers browsing his booth. Subscription
Required An online service is needed to view this article in its entirety.
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[10:05:13 PM] A spokesperson told us, they're working with Tulsa police and
community stakeholders to address it, but parts of the fence will have to
come down. It's the weekend of big events in downtown Tulsa. MAYFEST,
bedlam at oneok field, and plenty of fun at guthrie green, including salsa in
the park. And let's not forget about the blue dome arts festival, oh, and
there's hanson, too. Before it's all over, more than 400-thousand people
could visit.

 

 

[10:07:09 PM]  So we are just going to keep coming back. Exactly what
business owners want to hear. MAYFEST behind me is expected to draw at
least 300-and-50-thousand people this weekend. Thousands more expected
at all the other nearby events. Business owners are confident they can use
this weekend to make new customers. Live in downtown Tulsa, jh 2nwfy.
New tonight. One unique thing at this year's MAYFEST a blind painter.
Looking at his acrylic painting you may never guess John bramblitt is cannot
see. In 2001, John lost his vision because of severe epilepsy.

 

 

[10:08:09 PM] My mind is just filled with color instead of signing his art, John
draws two circles-crossed out. Signaling blind eyes. It's this Dallas resident's-
first year at MAYFEST, going in depth, at MAYFEST safety is always number
one priority 2news did some digging. We found out that off- duty officers
who patrol MAYFEST are paid through the festival's budget. A few officers
may be considered "on- duty" and would be paid overtime, but that is a very
small number. 2news chief meteorologist brett Anthony was at MAYFEST this
evening. Right now he is tracking rain headed towards green country. New
developments about the wildfires burning in southern California.
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[6:03:39 PM]  The city says part of fence will have to come down because it's
on public property. Happening now, it's a busy night in downtown Tulsa with
MAYFEST underway. 2news chief meteorologist brett Anthony is live with
what looks like a great weekend to be outside. Brett? MAYFEST has become
such a big draw locally as well as all across the country. Artists come from
everywhere to show and sell their creations. We met Minnesota landscape



 

photographer, Leon sadlo. He's made three trips here to Tulsa over the years
for MAYFEST. And he says there's a few reasons why he keeps coming back
each year. Trt 00:08 key, Leon sadlo /Minnesota photographer 35.28 it's
community supported. It's an event that it seems everybody comes out to.
The music, the food, the art, everything together just makes a nice event
35.3 organizers say 80 to 90 percent of the artists featured here at MAYFEST
are from out of state after the past few years, the weather is finally
cooperating and will hopefully lead to strong sales. They're still renovating
the Tulsa central library. Coming up, find out what you can do to help
complete the project.
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[5:06:56 PM] Ross Jones from our Detroit sister station breaks down today's
major developments. Script not available for captioning)happening now, a
celebration of the arts in downtown Tulsa. 2news chief meteorologist brett
Anthony is live at MAYFEST with what's in store for our weekend weather.

 

 

[5:08:44 PM] (Hard toss)(brett introduces will)organizers say 90 percent of
the artists featured here at MAYFEST are from out of state we met one this
afternoon. His name is David tate. He's a glass blower from southern
California. This is his fourth time to come to MAYFEST to show and sell his
art. Here's why he says he makes the long trip and keeps coming back to
Tulsa. Trt 00:13 key, David tate /California glass blower 29.30 it's just a well
put-on show, you know, so that's nice about it and usually treated pretty well
by the promoters, people who put on the show 39.43 David tate makes the
trip to Tulsa and then makes another stop at a.
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[5:23:40 PM]  Meantime, brett's back next with a last check of your weekend
weather, live from MAYFEST. You're watching 2news works for you at five.
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[10:58:46 AM]  It's day two of MAYFEST in downtown Tulsa. The way Tulsa
police are cracking down on underage drinking at the festival. Gorgeous
weather for MAYFEST today. George flickinger will tell us if the nice weather
will stick around through the weekend. Good morning George.

 

 

[11:03:24 AM]  With the weather staying nice today, it's another great time
to get out to the second day of MAYFEST. It started less than five minutes
ago in downtown Tulsa. If you're planning on going you'll notice plenty of tpd
officers. With event organizers expecting more than 300-and-50-thousand
people Tulsa police have around 25 officers patrolling the event. MAYFEST
runs until Sunday evening at 6. It features plenty of artists - food vendors and
live music. And those officers working to prevent underage drinking at
downtown events this weekend including MAYFEST. Tulsa police will join the
health department for compliance checks, to make sure vendors aren't selling
alcohol to minors. Police say it's not usually a problem at MAYFEST. A lot of
time these people working the MAYFEST may have a job as a bartender
somewhere else so they've had some of that training, that knowledge, that
experience of knowing what to look for and making sure they check id's. Able
commission agents and some officers will also go undercover to make sure
there's no underage drinking. Happening now, if you've got a problem the
2news problem solvers are here to help.
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[11:09:55 AM] Looking for a weekend roadtrip, the okc-based brewery's
grand reopening party is open to the public Friday. Now you are caught up
and clued in around Tulsa, I'm erin christy. Tonight on the list MAYFEST is
here! A list of must-see artists at the downtown festival on the list tonight at
6-30. We've been following the wildfires out in California all week.
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[6:04:02 AM]  We'll let you know what neighborhoods are affected when we
find out. Also happening today, MAYFEST in downtown Tulsa enters day two
today. Nearly half a million people are expected this year. The streets of
downtown flooded with people for the opening day yesterday. You'll find lots
of art and music, with a huge helping of some deep-fried, fair-style food on
the side. Something new you'll see today is a monarch gallery organized by
students at Hawthorne elementary, "OC: events going on down there,
MAYFEST runs through the weekend. Look for a schedule and more
information on our website, kjrh dot com. Our sister station in San Diego
working around the clock covering massive wildfires there.
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[6:21:57 AM]  What we know now about people targeted with a gun and
knife. And police are cracking down during MAYFEST. Why they will have
several undercover cops out this weekend, you're watching 2news works for
you today at 5am XXXX break XXXX new this morning, 21 American Indian
reservations have been identified as part of a land- consolidation program.
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[6:33:55 AM]  We are working to get more information, as soon as our calls
are returned, we will let you know, if you live in the area, and don't have
water right now, send us a tweet and let us know. Today is day two of an



 

annual event in Tulsa, MAYFEST the fun starts at 11 this morning. If you head
to downtown Tulsa for the street festival, you will notice plenty of tpd
officers. With event organizers expecting more than 300-and-50-thousand
people -Tulsa police have around 25 officers patrolling the event. "We have
never had anything more than people having too much to drink. I think that
is based on the amount of officers that we have out here. MAYFEST runs
until Sunday evening at 6. It features plenty of artists - food vendors and live
music. For a complete list of events at MAYFEST, road closures, and ways to
get around, visit our website at kjrh dot com. New this morning, police say a
high-profile lobbyist and former chairman of the Oklahoma republican party
has been arrested. Officers say they found more than three grams of cocaine
and nine prescription pills inside 40-year-old chad alexander's car.
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[5:03:03 AM]  Two news making calls to city offices about the break just east
on 100 east avenue. We'll let you know what neighborhoods are affected
when we find out. MAYFEST in downtown Tulsa enters day two today. Nearly
half a million people are expected this year. The streets of downtown flooded
with people for the opening day yesterday. You'll find lots of art and music,
with a huge helping of some deep-fried, fair-style food on the side.
Something new you'll see today is a monarch gallery organized by students at
Hawthorne elementary, "OC: events going on down there, MAYFEST runs
through the weekend. Look for a schedule and more information on our
website, kjrh dot com. 2news crews working overnight to find out if bringing
in a former first lady and first daughter was enough for the Salvation Army to
reach their one million dollar goal.
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[5:21:56 AM]  And police are cracking down during MAYFEST. Why they will
have several undercover cops out this weekend, you're watching 2news



 
works for you today at 5am XXXX break 2 XXXX why a motorcyle was parked
on the side of the road. And fire crews put out a fire in a vacant home.

 

 

[5:25:41 AM]  If you are heading out to MAYFEST George flickinger has the
latest on your weekend forecast. You're watching 2news works for you today
at 5am XXXX break 3 XXXX breaking news this morning, at a Tulsa bar, ends
in gunfire, a man is in the hospital right now, with a gunshot wound, we are
live, where police say it happened, right now, police are looking for a man.
Accused of holding a shotgun to a woman's head in Tulsa.
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[5:33:33 AM]  We are working to get more information, as soon as our calls
are returned, we will let you know, if you live in the area, and don't have
water right now, send us a tweet and let us know. Today is day two of an
annual event in Tulsa, MAYFEST the fun starts at 11 this morning. If you head
to downtown Tulsa for the street festival, you will notice plenty of tpd
officers. With event organizers expecting more than 300-and-50-thousand
people -Tulsa police have around 25 officers patrolling the event. "We have
never had anything more than people having too much to drink. I think that
is based on the amount of officers that we have out here. MAYFEST runs
until Sunday evening at 6. It features plenty of artists - food vendors and live
music. For a complete list of events at MAYFEST, road closures, and ways to
get around, visit our website at kjrh dot com. New this morning, police say a
high-profile lobbyist and former chairman of the Oklahoma republican party
has been arrested. Officers say they found more than three grams of cocaine
and nine prescription pills inside 40-year-old chad alexander's car.
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[10:03:29 PM] Chief meteorologist *James aydelott* is in the fox23 severe
weather center, with the latest on what we can expect overnight, James.



 

James at wxwall fox23 will continue to track the chance of rain overnight, and
how it could affect "MAYFEST" be sure to watch "fox23 news, Saturday
morning", from seven-to-ten, and Sunday morning, from six-to-nine. In a
fox23 exclusive, we introduced you to the sapulpa police officer who found
an 8 year old amber alert victim, in our last news hour, new at ten-fox23's
Sharon phillips explains the emotional toll this case took on him, and why he
was so grateful that the girl is now. With her family.
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[10:11:25 PM]  The doors open at 5-30, and the ceremony starts at seven.
Downtown Tulsa will be alive this weekend! 150 vendors at *MAYFEST*are
set up near 3-rd and main, selling art, and hand-crafted items, through
Sunday. The "blue dome arts festival" also kicked off tonight. Vendors and
food trucks will be set up tomorrow, near "2-nd and Elgin.
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[9:11:18 PM]  Officers say, *alert*neighbors, like *drew*, can help catch
suspects, and keep crime *down* in certain areas. There's a *lot* going on in
downtown Tulsa this weekend. MAYFEST is going on right now, near 3rd and
main. 150 vendors are set up, selling art and hand- crafted goods through
Sunday. The blue dome arts festival also began tonight, more local vendors
and food trucks will be set up near 2nd and Elgin through Saturday.
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[9:50:51 PM]  Despite *dry*conditions, the fire danger risk is relatively low in
our area right now. Chief meteorologist James aydelott is in the fox23 severe
weather center, tracking some rain, and, a big warm-up if you're heading to
MAYFEST this weekend, James. James at wxwall surveillance video captured a
car hitting a girl. 8-year-old *cassidy wall*was riding her scooter outside of
her home, when a car *speeding* away from police spun out, and *hit* a
wall.
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[6:10:33 PM] People are flocking to downtown Tulsa tonight, for several
events this weekend. MAYFEST is going on right now, near third and main.
150 vendors are set up, they'll be selling art and hand-crafted items until
Sunday. We're also told, state agents will be at MAYFEST, watching for any
sign of underage drinking. The blue dome arts festival also begins tonight,
more local vendors and food trucks will be set up near second and Elgin
through Saturday. It's not only going to be a busy weekend in downtown
Tulsa.
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[5:10:35 PM]  Several events will keep downtown busy this weekend.
MAYFEST is going on right now, near 3rd and main. 150 vendors are set up,
selling art and hand- crafted goods through Sunday. The blue dome arts
festival also begins tonight, more local vendors and food trucks will be set up
near 2nd and Elgin through Saturday.
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[5:55:39 PM] Another major event in Tulsa this weekend aside from
MAYFEST and bedlam is the throw down in t-town at Tulsa raceway park.
Fox23's Andrew Carter went to the park today, and found out the
preparations for mass crowds this weekend. It's the throw down in t-town
and the Tulsa raceway is revving up.

 

 

[5:57:14 PM] "They can always go back east, back west to mingo, or back east
to garnett to kind of filter that way to get back on the expressway. "One
thing tpd stressed to me is with this event on top of MAYFEST downtown
officers will do their best to assist crowd needs but they also have to take
other calls so it will be imporant for everyone to look out for each other as
visitors come from out-of-town. Reporting live in north Tulsa, Andrew Carter
fox23 news. Be sure to come out to the track this weekend, some of the
fox23 team will be there signing autographs.
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[12:15:03 PM] Dayna Miller pleaded not guilty. She is due in court, may 29th.
Fox23 has confirmed, state agents will be at *MAYFEST* today, watching for
any sign of underage drinking. We had a crew in downtown Tulsa Thursday,
as the annual festival kicked off. We caught up with the owner of *elote.
Instead of counting on people to come to the restaurant, they're putting
their food, on wheels, 29.40 if it slightly negatively impacts our business
during the day we'll just be part of the festival MAYFEST is open now, and
will be open until 11 tonight. Tomorrow it also runs from 11 to 11, and
Sunday from 11 to 6pm. 400-thousand people, are expected to attend.
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[8:16:12 AM]  No one was hurt. We're working to get a statement from
American Airlines on this string of mechanical troubles. Fox23 has confirmed,
state agents will be at *MAYFEST* today, watching for any sign of underage
drinking. We had a crew in downtown Tulsa Thursday, as the annual festival
kicked off. MAYFEST is open from 11am to 11pm through Saturday, and
Sunday from 11 to 6pm. 400-thousand people, are expected to attend. New
from overnight, the Oklahoma City thunder are headed to the Western
conference finals.
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[7:17:27 AM]  No one was hurt. We're working to get a statement from
American Airlines on this string of mechanical troubles. Fox23 has confirmed,
state agents will be at *MAYFEST* today, watching for any sign of underage
drinking. We had a crew in downtown Tulsa Thursday, as the annual festival
kicked off. MAYFEST is open from 11am to 11pm through Saturday, and
Sunday from 11 to 6pm. 400-thousand people, are expected to attend.
Weather comes your way every ten minutes here on fox23 news this
morning.
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[6:15:05 AM]  At least one person inside was held at gunpoint. When they
didn't find any money the suspects grabbed two cell phones and took off.
We'll have a live update from the scene on the search for the suspects in just
a few fox23 has confirmed, state agents will be at *MAYFEST* today,
watching for any sign of underage drinking. We had a crew in downtown
Tulsa Thursday, as the annual festival kicked off. We caught up with the
owner of *elote. Instead of counting on people to come to the restaurant,
they're putting their food, on wheels, right into the festival. 29.40 if it slightly
negatively impacts our business during the day we'll just be part of the
festival MAYFEST is open from 11am to 11pm through Saturday, and Sunday



View   

from 11 to 6pm. 400-thousand people, are expected to attend. Dozens of
people protested proposed budget cuts to a local award-winning children's
theater.
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[5:14:56 AM]  Fox23 has confirmed, state agents will be at *MAYFEST*
today, watching for any sign of underage drinking. We had a crew in
downtown Tulsa Thursday, as the annual festival kicked off. We caught up
with the owner of *elote. Instead of counting on people to come to the
restaurant, they're putting their food, on wheels, right into the festival. 29.40
if it slightly negatively impacts our business during the day we'll just be part
of the festival MAYFEST is open from 11am to 11pm through Saturday, and
Sunday from 11 to 6pm. From 11 to 6pm. 400-thousand people, are expected
to attend.
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 Tulsa Raceway Park prepared for large weekend crowd
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But if traffic bottlenecks there are other options too. They can always go back
east, back west to Mingo or back east to Garnett to kind of filter that way to
get back on the expressway, Murray said. Police stressed that officers will do
their best to assist crowd needs, but will also be working MAYFEST
downtown and responding to other calls. They said it will be important for
everyone to look out for each other as visitors come from out of town.

 

 

 

 80.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 AT FIVE
May 16

2014 05:00PM CT  
 

[5:03:41 PM]  No start date has been announced. Dan bewley news on 6.
Osage sky news six is flying over MAYFEST right now. You can see people
starting to fill main street. Organizers expect more than 350-thousand people

http://ct.moreover.com/?a=17746461181&p=1dg&v=1&x=K42vXFMoSd_3zjVvjItoRg
http://ct.moreover.com/?a=17746461181&p=1dg&v=1&x=K42vXFMoSd_3zjVvjItoRg


 
to stop by this weekend. That means a lot of traffic in the area. Pilot will
Kavanagh is checking out the best way to get around. Will? Rain is usually an
issue at MAYFEST. Travis, will it be a problem again this year? (Script
unavailable for closed captioning)we're learning new details about the wreck
that left a motorcyclist in a ditch for an hour.
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[12:00:20 PM] A Pryor man lays hurt on the side of a busy highway for an
hour, waiting for help. What delayed his rescue ahead at noon. Thousands of
people are packing MAYFEST, so we find the best, and easiest places for
people to park downtown. And, the clippers are thunderstruck this noon, as
Oklahoma City clinches a game six win. Our cameras are there are the team is
welcomed home by cheering fans.

 

 

[12:04:58 PM]  The children were placed with a grandparent. (Script
unavailable for closed captioning)(pitch back to anchor)thousands of people
are packing downtown for MAYFEST and extra police patrols are making sure
everyine stays safe.
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[12:06:30 PM] Last month, we told you the Tulsa police department pays
officers millions in overtime. A lot of that overtime is earned at special
events, like concerts and festivals. But not at MAYFEST. This festival pays 25-
thousand dollars for its security, but not to the city, it pays officers directly.
Some of them work 16 hour shifts and make about 25- dollars an hour for
the side job. Cpl Chris bauer; Tulsa police: "it bodes better that you have
police out here instead of a security guard, just because we have more
power. Corporal Chris bauer has been working MAYFEST nearly 25 years. He
uses vacation days to work the side job. So where is the best place to park
when you head downtown for MAYFEST? News on 6 reporter erin Jones is



 

live with the answers, erin? Event organizers say you have several options.
Parking is available at all meters and is free on weekends and after 5pm.
Other parking facilities include the parking garage on boulder, between 4th
and 5th and the parking lot by the Tulsa pac at 3rd and Cincinnati. The
central parking's south garage is also available. It's located at 20 e. 2nd street
is open 24 hours a day during MAYFEST. There will be a trolley operating for
MAYFEST. You can park near first and main for 2 dollars and the trolley is
accessible from there. The phone application uber is sponsoring rides for
Tulsa's may fest! If you are new to uber, use the promo code tulsamayfest14
to get $25 off your first ride in Tulsa. To sign up, download the app. For more
information on MAYFEST and a full schedule for the festival you can head to
our website news on 6 dot com. Erin Jones news on 6 take a look at this
water main break in east Tulsa overnight. The geyser burst near 55th and
garnett.
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[12:16:36 PM]  As always go to the lowest floor of your home or the building
you're in. Most of all, never try to outrun a tornado in a car. Will the weather
hold up for MAYFEST and your other outdoor plans? Dick farout is tracking
chances for rain on the Osage casino skycam network, followed by 90 degree
temperartures. (Weather segment unscripted and unavailable for captioning.
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[12:35:31 PM]  Segment is live and unavailable for closed captioning.
Saturday nuyaka creek winery spring wine festival bristow travelok. Com
Friday, Saturday and Sunday Tulsa international MAYFEST Tulsa travelok. Com
Saturday school's out for summer bbq &market on main main street in
skiatook travelok. Com Durant is known as the magnolia capital of Oklahoma.
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[7:35:21 AM]  Sam's club says it's offering the service as a way of thanking
military members for their service. MAYFEST is here, which means it's time
for some good food, live music and art! But before you head out this
weekend, you should be aware of some road closures, erin Jones is live with
what you need to know to navigate downtown this weekend. Erin? Well
350000 people are projected to attended this years MAYFEST celebration,
which means there will be a lot of blocked off roads, and some traffic
buildup. If you want to avoid it you to need to be aware that street closures
will be at main street starting on 3rd street and going just past 6th street, at
the green at 3rd between Cincinnati and boulder, at 4th at 5th between
Boston and boulder, and at 6th between main. And Boston. Coming up in the
next half hour well tell you the best places to park, and for more information
of MAYFEST you can head to our webpage newson6.com erin Jones news on
6 we're getting our first look this morning of the skeleton of a girl who died
12 thousand years ago. Scientists believe naia, named after a water nymph of
Greek mythology, died after falling into a Mexican cave. Naia's skeleton was
discovered by divers in 2007 and is now being used to study the origins of
the first Americans.
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[5:06:40 AM] Some folks finding themselves underwater, a slight chance for
rain across the Osage casino skycam network. Alan tells us whether we need
to take that umbrella to MAYFEST there are many recipes for success, many
ingredients necessary for achieving your goals.
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[5:26:56 AM] Who saved the man's life and Alan has another look at your
weekend forecast, will you need that umbrella for MAYFEST?
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[5:45:20 AM]  The 42nd annual MAYFEST celebration is underway here in
downtown Tulsa. More than 100 artists are set up on main street to share
their work. Lauren lunsford and Chris mantle are in Tulsa from XXXX, they're
joining us early here on the program.
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[8:04:27 AM] Tami manz / tpdthey did tell us the two adults and 2 kids inside
the home at the time were not hurt we'll have more information for you
coming up in a half hour Dave dvais news on 6 Dave Davis, news on 6 last
half hour we told you about the road. Closures at MAYFEST, but where
should you park? News on 6s erin Jones is live with the best locations. Erin?

 

 

[8:05:27 AM]  The central parking's south garage is also available. It's located
at 20 e. 2nd street is open 24 hours a day during MAYFEST. There will be a
trolley operating for MAYFEST. You can park near first and main for 2 dollars
and the trolley is accessible from there. The phone application uber is
sponsoring rides for Tulsa's may fest! If you are new to uber, use the promo
code tulsamayfest14 to get $25 off your first ride in Tulsa. To sign up,
download the app. For more information on MAYFEST and a full schedule for
the festival you can head to our website news on 6 dot com. Erin Jones news
on 6 and the Oklahoma City thunder are headed back to the Western
conference finals. The thunder topped the Los Angeles clippers 104 to 98
mvp Kevin Durant shook off a rough first quarter to lead everyone with 39



points and 16 rebounds Steven Adams had his first career Playoff double-
double with ten points and eleven rebounds it's the third time in four years
the thunder. Have reached the conference finals. Game one versus the San
Antonio spurs is Monday night in San Antonio. It's now. Coming up - it's
grilling season! Our bar-b-que expert is here to show us how you can be a pit
master and some folks in Florida had an uninvited visitor in their jacuzzi.
How'd he get in there and how did rescuers get him out? Alan is here with
your MAYFEST forecast. Is it safe to leave the umbrella at home? We'll take a
look outside with the it's now when we come back, we talk to a man whose
whole job is just to eat barbecue and he'll tell you how to make yours the
best at the memorial day cookout.
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[8:12:26 AM]  I'll share that with you. Our erin Jones is at MAYFEST she'll
show us some of the amazing treats that you can get this weekend [ male
announcer ] at oral-b, we take pride because we believe in building
something, something to better someone. To better you. To better America.
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[10:16:30 PM]  If you'd like to help the food bank with their efforts call 918-
585- 2800. No doubt, plenty of food trucks will be on hand this weekend, at
a pair of art festivals. Both MAYFEST, and the blue dome arts festivals, are
underway. It's the "tenth year" for local artists, to be showcased at blue
dome. While MAYFEST features artists from around the world, blue dome,
only has Oklahoma artists, 222 of them to be exact. And even though this
festival happens the same time as MAYFEST, the organizers say, they each
have a unique feel. 15:42 on paper be a lot the same and there is just a
different vibe they have a great vibe down there ours is a great vibe but they
are just very different 15:48 and until you experience both of them they
don't have to have a favorite just experience them both. 15:56 both festivals

tel:918-585-%202800
tel:918-585-%202800


run through Sunday, and are located downtown.
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[6:03:18 PM] If you're looking for some art you won't have any trouble this
weekend in downtown Tulsa. Both MAYFEST and the blue dome arts festival
are in full swing. Channel eight's Kimberly hulsey is live at the blue dome with
how these two festivals are different. Kimberly? Mark we went through both
festivals this afternoon, and although they are both art driven they are very
unqiue. And even the artists say they see a difference. Up and down these
rows of booths you can find anything. 28:03 this is just a little bit chill
atmosphere for us I feel like this is the place we fit in 28:09 this is the third
time the guys from greenhouse clothing are selling their products here. They
are happy every vendor at the blue dome festival is from Oklahoma 27:33 it's
almost getting back to the roots of what some others festivals use to be
really getting all the local people Tulsa all around Oklahoma getting out here
and setting up booths and showing off their skills 27:44. Just a few blocks
away is MAYFEST, where the art vibe is a little different. And the vendors are
from across the country 46:36 we have been coming here a little over 25
years we come here because it's a great show and to make money 42:41 to
get a booth at MAYFEST, you have to submit your work for a blind panel, and
they know nothing. About your business. 43:43 it should be hard to get in if
you don't you get a bunch of junk you can go to a flea market and find
important stuff it's all hand made and everyone here makes their own
product 43:50 both festivals say they like being in the same area so they.

 

 
[6:04:31 PM]  Don't have to have a favorite just experience them both 15:56
there is a gallery at MAYFEST dedicated to local artists for those looking to
shop local, reporting live, Kimberly hulsey Tulsa's channel eight.
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[5:05:38 PM]  William Scott, desmond padillow, and meno gilford, were all
booked on robbery complaints. If you're looking for something to do this
weekend there is plenty going on downtown. MAYFEST kicked off yesterday,
and this morning the blue dome arts festival got underway.

 

 

[5:05:54 PM]  Kimberly? Mark for 10 years now, local artists showcased their
work at the blue dome arts festival. MAYFEST features both local and
National artists. And both festivals tell me they look the same on paper but
attract a different crowd. Looking around at the blue dome arts festival you
can see all kinds of artists. Some making pottery, t- shirts, and really anything
else you could think of, and every booth is filled with someone local 14:09
local means everything in Oklahoma so we want all Oklahoma artists here
and just to keep true to the state we have so many amazing talents so we
really want. To cater to that 14:17 just a couple of blocks away you will find
artists from across the country to be apart of the 120 booths at MAYFEST,
you must enter your work and be selected by a blind panel, who is given no
information about your business. 50:18 we like to bring things to Tulsa
something we don't get to see all the time we have a great way to showcase
our local artists with our indoor galleries but we want to bring people from
all over to Tulsa so they can experience something different in their
hometown 50:31. Both organizers say with these events at the same time
everyone will go home with something. Reporting live, Kimberly hulsey Tulsa's
channel eight. Both festivals run through Sunday, there are several streets
closed in those areas throughout the weekend. There's a small chance for
rain later tonight, and tomorrow morning. But, the weekend won't be a
washout. Chief meteorologist Jennifer zepplin joins us live at MAYFEST with
the weekend forecast. The three "front runner candidate"s on the republican
ticket for Senator, spoke in Tulsa today. The "Tulsa republican club" invited
Randy brogdon, James lankford, and tw shannon to their monthly meeting.
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[4:00:56 PM] For the past-11 years, the streets have been closed, at 2-nd
and Elgin. Then local artists, are invited to showcase their talents. It's always
on the same week as MAYFEST. While both events, look the same on paper.
The blue dome has a more casual feel, with a more local emphasis. 15:01
there's a little bit of everything so if you aren't into you know jewelry or



 
paintings you are still going to find really cool craft or clothing if you are
hungry it's not just carnie food we have really great food trucks in Oklahoma
so you are getting cuisine on the. Go 15:16 there are 222 vendors, 18 food
trucks, and live music. This festival will run all weekend. First weather
separator everyone hopes for good weather for the weekend. But the
downtown festivals are a magnet for rain clouds. Chief meteorologist Jennifer
zeppelin is a few blocks to the west at MAYFEST. Jen how does it look for the
next few days? Jennifer does first weather.
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[4:13:27 PM]  But they don't oppose their patients trying them. Just be
careful, to keep the bottles away from the little ones. I can testify, that every
year it rains during MAYFEST. So what does that mean, for the weekend?
Chief meteorolo gist, Jennifer zeppelin, is standing by live.
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[9:20:12 AM] 918-587-7801 www. Salarmyt ulsa. Org as if MAYFEST and the
blue dome festival wasn't enough for downtown Tulsa, here comes hanson
day and the hop jam festival. Yesterday, laura sat down with the hanson
brothers in their studio to talk about the celebrations. 0:28 1:07 hanson
daysaturday www. Hanson. N et the hop jam beer & music festival Sunday,
3pm -10pm the Brady district www. Thehopj am. Com what is an oculoplastic
proceedure, and why would you need to have one? We'll get answers to
those questions when we visit with dr. chad chamberlain of triad eye medical
clinic, next. Tease weather tease weather bands who are playing MAYFEST
this year.
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[9:36:24 AM]  But what about the artists? Phil cooper is here. A Tulsa native,
painter, and he designed this year's MAYFEST poster. We're talking to him,
next. Downtown Tulsa is filled with music and art. MAYFEST is in full swing.
So go buy a funnel cake and roam around for a while. You'll meet some of
the best artists around. Like Phil cooper who designed this year's poster.
MAYFESTTODAY & tomorrow, 11am - 11pm Sunday, 11am - 6pm downtown
Tulsa tulsamayfest.
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[6:09:11 AM]  Winds: ne 5-15 mph. Low: 45. Meteorologist Andrew kozak
MAYFEST is finally here. Channel eight's bud Ford is MAYFEST is finally here.
Channel eight's bud Ford is live from downtown Tulsa with all the details but
first as we go to break, here are this morning's technology headlines.

 

 
[6:13:41 AM]  The 42nd annual MAYFEST underway, showcasing artists from
around the country. 350-thousand people are expected, to show up,
including our own bud Ford, who is downtown right now. Bud?
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[6:38:02 AM]  Continue to watch gmo and weeknights at 10 o' clock, for a
new keyword. We're giving one away each night through next week.
Weatherhard toss to bud for traffic the 42nd annual MAYFEST underway,
showcasing artists from around the country. 350-thousand people are
expected, to show up, including our own bud Ford, who is downtown right
now.
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[5:05:17 AM] Here's channel 8's Rick pendergraft, with highlights in Los
Angeles, trt: 1:49outq: standard the 42nd annual MAYFEST underway,
showcasing artists from around the country. The family- friendly event is
expecting more than 350-thousand people to attend over three-days.
MAYFEST offers art, vendors, food, and music. More than a hundred
musicians and dancers will perform. MAYFEST is located near 3rd and main.
It's open at 11 today, and our own bud Ford will be there live at 5:30. Toss to
weather another cool day with a chance of a few showers later this
afternoon is in store.
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[5:24:56 AM]  In addition he's a member of the horizon club. In the fall of
2015, he'll attend the university of Arkansas and he wants to major in in
business with the goal of being a stock trader. Toss to weather weather when
we return, top stories, plus, we're live at MAYFEST, with channel 8's bud
Ford, plus, in trending topics, a 31 year old woman busted for pretending to
be a high school sophomore. And get this, she even did her homework! Full
weather Tulsa police are in the beginning stages of trying to figure out who
shot a man in an armed robbery gone wrong.
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[5:35:51 AM]  The 42nd annual MAYFEST underway, showcasing artists from
around the country. 350-thousand people are expected, to show up,



View   

including our own bud Ford, who is downtown right now. Bud?
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[5:56:09 AM] Dodd says getting inked with Barbara walters'face, is a symbol
of empowerment. Stick around for more live stick around for more live
coverage from MAYFEST. Plus your chance to win a mini-pad. And your
weather and traffic on the 8s, weather tr
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Local musicians, artists, photographers and food trucks will all be
present.Activities for the kids will also be available, including kid-centered
concerts Friday and Saturday night. Friday and Saturday night, the festival will
be open from 11 a.m.-midnight. Sunday it will be open 11 a.m.-5
p.m.Separately, organizations are expecting an approximate 40,000 people in
downtown Tulsa for this weekend's annual MAYFEST.MAYFEST is the annual
tribute to the arts that runs Thursday through Sunday on Main Street through
3rd and 6th Streets. Music, entertainment, food and art will be present
throughout the festival.Admission to all activities is free and parking is
available throughout downtown.Area residents interested in attending can
catch the festival from 11 a.m. until 11 p.m. through Saturday and until 6
p.m. on Sunday.
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TULSA, Oklahoma - Many were downtown Thursday for the opening of
MAYFEST, and extra police patrols were keeping visitors safe.Last month, we
told you the Tulsa Police Department pays officers millions in overtime. A lot
of that overtime is earned at special events, like concerts and festivals. In this

http://ct.moreover.com/?a=17742689936&p=1dg&v=1&x=ls-7hBzwmRXx_bw54JwBRA
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case, tax dollars are not going toward the overtime; the festival forks over its
own cash to pay for security. The artwork is in place, people are shopping,
and 25 off-duty police officers are on patrol.Corporal Chris Bauer with Tulsa
Police, said, "It bodes better that you have police out here instead of a
security guard, just because we have more power."Bauer has been working
MAYFEST nearly 25 years, and. while he is in uniform, he's technically on
vacation."What a lot of guys do, like myself, we take vacation days to work
it," he said.Mayfest said it pays officers 25,000 for event security. A small
price, organizers say, to keep the streets, and artwork, safe."A few disappear
every now and then, but it's not much," said Missouri artist, Dennis
Thompson.Thompson brings his unique sculptures to shows all over the
U.S."I'm a frustrated paleontologist, I guess.
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They say, look, this is who I am and Im going to have to create, Im going to
have to make music. So, at some point, thats got to come first. More than 22
years after Isaac, Taylor and Zac Hansons first performance at MAYFEST, they
have seen the world, played MMMBop more times than they can fathom,
built an enormous and fervent fanbase and weathered tension between
record labels and themselves. The creativity of the Tulsa-native brothers, so
many years after they started their career as pre-teens, shows no signs of
slowing. Sundays Hop Jam beer and music festival hopes to showcase that. Its
another way to help build a community. Youre growing this orb of stuff youre
proud of that just grows and grows, Taylor Hanson said. Then, every once in
a while, you hope something really leaps out. Hopefully, the inaugural beer
and music festival Hop Jam will be one of those things that leaps out, they
said. Finding their fit That MAYFEST in 1992 was the first step down their
long and winding path. Wearing sunglasses and greaser jackets, the three
boys, with Isaac at age 11, Taylor at 9 and Zac at 7, had a harmony and
rhythm impressive to many at the time. And from most directions, they saw
green lights.
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Blue Dome kids stufThe Blue Dome Festival has always had a funkier, more
bohemian atmosphere in comparison to the more established Tulsa
International MAYFEST. James D. Watts Jr.,World Staff Writer James D. Watts
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Jr. 918-581-8478james.watts@tulsaworld.com Discuss Print Posted in
Jamesdwattsjr, Scottcherry, Food, Artsandentertainment, Scene on Thursday,
May 15, 2014 12:47 pm.
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The chief cause for a lack of laughs is the kids have grown up and have lost
the magic of youth.In related news, The Voice has evolved into a voting
contest for its judges, not its final singers, who this season sound like
something out of a junior prom.The fading of Modern. Family leaves Veep on
HBO as the only funny show on TV.Veep stars Julia Louis-Dreyfus, is foul-
mouthed, has great supporting characters, and is hilarious.Its alive! On the
local scene, the festival that wouldnt die is back.That would be MAYFEST,
returning for its 81st or 82nd year, somewhere in there.Mayfest is famous for
five things: stuff for sale from vendors from places like Frog Legs, Ark.; food
containing approximately 750 calories per bite; people who shouldnt be
wearing shorts wearing shorts; $10 parking; and coupons that must be used
for purchases.It has long been rumored that MAYFEST attracts hail and
straight winds of 70 mph, but no scientific evidence exists to support these
claims.In other nearby news, a movement is underway to begin planting trees
in potholes in the streets.This procedure would fill in the. craters with dirt
and might help to beautify a city beset with budget cuts resulting in an
abundance of litter and tall weeds.Concerning health news, motorists
stopped at lights and signs everywhere must wonder: Will he stop?This
terrifying issue revolves around the text and drive epidemic.Youre at a stop
light.
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They say, Look, this is who I am, and Im going to have to create, Im going to
have to make music. So, at some point, thats got to come first. More than 22
years after Isaac, Taylor and Zac Hansons first performance at MAYFEST, they
have seen the world, played MMMBop more times than they can fathom,
built an enormous and fervent fanbase, and weathered tension between
record labels and themselves. The creativity of the Tulsa-native brothers, so
many years after they started their career as pre-teens, shows no signs of
slowing. Sundays Hop Jam beer and music festival hopes to showcase that.
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H is art isnt marked with a signature its instead distinguished with a
testimony. A brief reminder of his past and an indicator of what has brought
him to this years 42nd annual International MAYFEST sits at the bottom of all
his work. Subscription Required An online service is needed to view this
article in its entirety. You need an online service to view this article in its
entirety.
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[10:04:07 PM]  It landed at tia without incident just before three this
afternoon. Right now. Hundreds of people are still enjoying the first night of
MAYFEST. And tomorrow night the blue dome art festival begins plus Friday
and Saturday night. Bedlam baseball takes over oneok field. All that makes for
a very busy weekend downtown. 2news reporter Joe henke live at MAYFEST
with the steps being taken to keep everyone safe. More than 350-thousand
people expected this weekend at MAYFEST alone. As you said even more
events down here on top of that - so Tulsa police have their hands full. From
the food. To the art. To the live music. MAYFEST is back once again. As the
crowds begin showing up tonight Tulsa police are ready to keep everyone
safe.

 

 

[10:04:50 PM]  Including corporal chirs bauer. Patrolling his twenty fifth
MAYFEST. He says tpd puts around 25 officers downtown during MAYFEST to
make sure nothing out of the ordinary happens. Chris bauer Tulsa police
dept. "We have never had anything more than people having too much to
drink. I think that is based on the amount of officers that we have out here.
For the past 5 years Wayne duval and his sundae factory have been at
MAYFEST. Last year he had a record weekend -and he is hoping for the same
this year. 11:08 -11:11 are prepared. We have a lot of ice cream. We are
ready to go. And when it comes to security during MAYFEST. On what
guarantees to be a hectic weekend for vendors. Duval says he has no worries
thanks to tpd. 10:49 - 10:57 (: 08) Wayne duval sundae factory "there is a
huge presence. They are up and down the streets, the whole event, night
and day. We have never seen a problem out here ever. With MAYFEST split
over several streets in downtown. 6:06 - 6:11 (: 04) "you really don't get one
big crowd in one location. Bauer says his officers will keeping moving around.
Patrolling the streets. And hopefully keeping everyone safe. Around 25
officers here at MAYFEST. I'm told there will be more in the area of the blue
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dome arts festival, u+200b and down by oneok during the ou versus OSU
games this weekend. Lot of eyes watching out down here.
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[5:07:26 PM]  Happening now MAYFEST in downtown Tulsa. Nearly half a
million people are expected this year. The streets of downtown have been
flooded with people since eleven this morning. You'll find lots of arts and
music, with a huge helping of some deep-fried, fair-style food on the side.
Unlike previous years, the weather is cooperating. "I feel great about it. You
know, 70s and sunny is my favorite MAYFEST forecast so this year we
couldn't be happier. MAYFEST runs through the weekend. Look for a
schedule and more information on our website, kjrh dot com. We're now just
hours away from game six of the thunder versus the clippers.
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 113.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT MIDDAY
May 15

2014 11:00AM CT  
 

 

[10:58:47 AM]  Not happy with the mayor's budget proposal? Where you can
go tonight to voice your opinion. The 2014 Tulsa international MAYFEST is
officially underway! 2news anchor Steven Romo is live downtown with a
preview of you'll find this year. For once, it sounds like the weather is going
to cooperate for MAYFEST. Met. George flickinger is updating his forecast for
the rest of the work week and the weekend. George. In case you've been
avoding social media the past 24 hours, we have video everyone is talking
about, hero cat! And speaking of cats, dr. Joe is here with a couple of
adorable kittens. 2news midday is next. Good morning and thanks for I'm
deana silk. Happening right now, Tulsa international MAYFEST is getting
underway. That's where we find 2news anchor Steven Romo, he's live
downtown, right in the middle of it. MAYFEST 2014 is officially underway as
of right now, it runs 11 to 11, today, tomorrow and Saturday. 11 to 6
Sunday. Ad lib what's happening now] the focus celebrating art and music in



downtown Tulsa. There are more than a hundred musicians who will perform
on four stages. Artists set up in these white tents, and the best part, the
food! There are many past favorites and new things this year. "To encourage
people to either start collecting art to add to their collection in an affordable
way so all of our artists out here on main street have lots of great art, some
of it more affordable than others. 12 one thing you want to keep in mind, all
this MAYFEST fun comes with road closures downtown. It's the same roads
as in previous years, primarily main at seventh all the way down through
third. Here are some food highlights for you, fried alligator, fried frog legs.
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[6:00:12 AM] Fires burn out of control in California after the unexpected early
arrival of the dangerous Santa Ana winds. How many have fled their homes
ahead of the flames. And, things are looking good in Tulsa for this year's
MAYFEST. What's in store for visitors to the celebration of art and music that
begins today. Good morning, thanks for joining us this Thursday morning.

 

 

[6:04:19 AM] Anyone with a tip on his whereabouts should call the Dallas FBI
office at 972-559-5000. Today is the first day of Tulsa international MAYFEST,
the annual tribute to art and music in downtown Tulsa. That's where we find
2news anchor Steven Romo this morning with a look at what's in store. Hard
to believe it's already here, MAYFEST 2014 ready to get underway in just a
few hours. It's happening downtown and vendors have been setting up over
the last couple days. MAYFEST'S executive director Heather pingry tells us we
can expect more of previous year's favorites plus some new attractions this
year. The whole event is centered on celbrating art and culture in Tulsa, there
will be a lot of music, mutliple stages, artists, vendors, and it's for the whole
family, there's a kids-zone as well. And don't forget the best part, the food.
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[4:58:48 AM] Fires burn out of control in California after the unexpected early
arrival of the dangerous Santa Ana winds. How many have fled their homes
ahead of the flames. And, things are looking good in Tulsa for this year's
MAYFEST. What's in store for visitors to the celebration of art and music that
begins today. Good morning, thanks for joining us this Thursday morning.

 

 

[5:03:42 AM]  Agents believe he is armed and dangerous. Anyone with a tip
on his whereabouts should call the Dallas FBI office at 972-559-5000. Today
is the first day of Tulsa international MAYFEST, the annual tribute to art and
music in downtown Tulsa. That's where we find 2news anchor Steven Romo
this morning with a look at what's in store. Hard to believe it's already here,
MAYFEST 2014 ready to get underway in just a few hours. It's happening
downtown and vendors have been setting up over the last couple days.
MAYFEST'S executive director Heather pingry tells us we can expect more of
previous year's favorites plus some new attractions this year. The whole
event is centered on celbrating art and culture in Tulsa, there will be a lot of
music, mutliple stages, artists, vendors, and it's for the whole family, there's a
kids-zone as well. And don't forget the best part, the food.
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TULSA - Thursday marks the first day of Tulsa International MAYFEST. The
annual tribute to art and music in downtown Tulsa kicks off at 11 a.m. and
runs through Sunday. The weather for this weekend's events looks great.
MAP OF THE FESTIVAL GROUNDS FACT SHEET INCLUDING EVENT GUIDE,
PRICES, PARKING AND MORE ABOUT THIS YEAR'S MAYFEST Vendors have
been setting up over the past few days. MAYFEST features multiple stages
with live music, artists and vendors as well as a kid zone and fair food. The
Blue Dome District is joining the festival action this weekend with the annual
Blue Dome Arts Festival. Up to 12,000 people are expected to turn out and
more than 200 artists, nearly all from Oklahoma, will display their work.

 

 

 

 117.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox 23 News at 9
May 15

2014 09:00PM CT  
 

[9:11:13 PM] Live in south Tulsa brittany jeffers fox23 news new since 6,
fox23 has confirmed, state agents are at *MAYFEST* watching for any sign of

http://ct.moreover.com/?a=17734009998&p=1dg&v=1&x=29k5Ljr7zYPqd7j-KSlJug
http://ct.moreover.com/?a=17734009998&p=1dg&v=1&x=29k5Ljr7zYPqd7j-KSlJug
tel:972-559-5000


 

underage drinking. We had a crew in downtown Tulsa today, as the annual
festival kicked off. We caught up with the owner of *elote. Instead of
counting on people to come to the restaurant, they're putting their food, on
wheels, right into the festival. 29.40 if it slightly negatively impacts our
business during the day we'll just be part of the festival MAYFEST is open
from 11am to 11pm through Saturday, and Sunday from 11 to 6pm. 400-
thousand people, are expected to right now former first lady, Laura Bush, is
in green country. The organization she's helping here.
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 FOX23 News at 5
May 15
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[5:07:43 PM] Dayna Miller" pleaded not guilty, she is due in court, may 29th.
400- thousand people are expected to visit downtown Tulsa this weekend.
MAYFEST is now underway, and 150 vendors are open for business. Plus,
more vendors will be setting up for the blue dome arts festival on Friday. But
we found out, the tents lining the streets are not the only ones benefitting
from the festival. 30.15 its exposing a lot of people to downtown we have a
lot of new customers so I'm really happy about it. 19 another business owner
told fox23, MAYFEST can save him money, we are putting that story together
right now and you at five-30. Happening now, children are protesting at Tulsa
city hall.
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 FOX23 News at 5
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[5:36:54 PM] While Linda said, "well they must have done it right once. You
can join in the conversation at facebook-dot-com slash fox23 news.
*MAYFEST* kicked off today, and downtown business owners have high
hopes! Fox23's farron salley, spent some time at the art festival, to see who
could really cash-in. Most of people out on main street this weekend want to
check out the fried food and 150 vendors lining the pavement. But people I
met right around the corner are finding new ways to catch some of the
spotlight and the profits. Libby auld/ restaurant owner 30.05 our sales do go



 

up during MAYFEST libby auld owns elote, located around the corner from
MAYFEST. Libby auld/ restaurant owner 29.40 if it slightly negatively impacts
our business during the day we'll just be part of the festivalso for now she's
putting her food on wheels hopes it'll attract people back to the brick
building. Libby auld/ restaurant owner 29.09 we have the benefit of having
air conditioning and margaritas and sit down service other restaurants, shops
and places that carry hand-made items hope the added traffic from
MAYFEST will help them. Thom crowe/ business owner 42.39 we don't have
the budget that some of the large stores have for advertising obviously so a
lot of our business is word of mouth and people who are just walking by.
46thom crowe says each MAYFEST people come by his store-made: the indie
emporium shop, and say they never knew it was there. Thom crowe/
business owner 42.17 we just need to get people walking around and seeing
what's always here not just coming down for the once a year event. 21but
there's another festival planned this weekend for the blue dome district, so
the combination should be a pleasant business boom. Gayle dod/ attending
MAYFEST 24.05 do you think you're going to spend a lot of money while
you're out? Actually yes, I plan on being very very stupid with my money over
the next four days. 13 which for now, is just what these vendors and store
owners hope to hear. Libby auld/restaurant owner 30.15 its exposing a lot of
people to downtown we have a lot of new customers so I'm really happy
about it. 19on cam the MAYFEST is open from 11 to 11 Thursday through
Saturday and on Sunday from 11 to 6. So along with these tent businesses,
those stores will have plenty of time to attract new clientel. Reporting from
Tulsa, farron salley, fox 23 the executive director of MAYFEST, expects 400-
thousand people will attend this weekend. Oklahoma voters will soon have
much more access to their voter information *online* The state election
board is launching a new online voter tool that gives you access to view
"sample ballots", track "absentee ballots", and confirm voting registration.
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[12:06:12 PM]  It costs 24-dollars to get in. But it's free for victims, their
families, 9-11 rescue and recovery workers. Happening now, the Tulsa
MAYFEST kicked off about an hour ago, around 400-thousand people are
expected to attend this year's festival. Fox 23's farron salley is live downtown



 

where she's talked to nearby business owners hoping to also get a boost.
People are already walking around. Things just got going an hour ago.
MAYFEST started at 11 A.M. But this morning i've talked to business owners
around here who hope you don't only want the fried dishes and powdery
sweets to check out their shops too. Libby auld/ business owner 29.03
MAYFEST draws a great crowd honestly. 05food, clothing and hand-made
Nick nacks are all in classic brick buildings located within blocks of MAYFEST.
Along with the tent-based vendors, these business owners are hoping to get
your attention. Libby auld/business owner29.09 we have the benefit of
having air conditioning and margaritas and sit down servicerestaurant owner
libby auld wants some of the MAYFEST overflow to trickle into her place. And
even if they don't stop and stay this time, she says it's good exposure. Libby
auld/business ownerfestivals are really great to draw people in and they're
like oh we didn't'realize downtown is alive after five now days. 29for business
owners customers and a broader clientel. Gayle dod/ attending MAYFEST
23.45 we're just kind of walking around seeing what's here and Tulsa's pretty
cool. 49 and as you can see there are people walking around. There are 150
vendors set up here on main street.
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 Fox News This Morning
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[8:04:45 AM]  Police say there is surveillance of the crime but because the
suspects'faces are covered it will be hard to identify them. New safety
regulations are being enforced at this year's MAYFEST in downtown Tulsa. It's
scheduled to open today at 11 A.M. Fox 23's farron salley is live to explain
the new precautions in place and what it means for festival goers. Festival
goers don't have to change. The new regulations are for vendors they raise
the bar for the tents that can be easily blown over. One vendor told us about
a time when that happened last year. 20:14 "I have seen tents travel all the
way across the street and wipe out several booths on the other side of the
street, "David tate told us that last year he saw an entire corner get knocked
down. But that's exactly why MAYFEST directors are requiring vendors to
bring or rent specific tents this year. The large buildings downtown can
almost create a wind tunnel that with large tents all around could be a safety
hazard but organizers hope that won't be an issue this year. The tents you'll
see out on main street now are stronger and more wind resistent than those



in previous years.
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[8:33:24 AM]  Tulsa's MAYFEST is scheduled to open in just a few more hours
and fox 23 is learning about the added security downtown for the event. Fox
23's farron salley is live with details about who will be in charge of
surveillance and what they'll be Tulsa police are taking the forefront on
security for MAYFEST. We're told a crowd of about 400-thousand people are
expected to come out here this weekend so the department will have several
officers devoted to watching this area. 10:56 "you'll notice a strong police
presence while you're at MAYFEST" 10:03 "police are on site 24/7 throughout
the festival, " executive director Heather pingry told fox 23 that during the
busiest times of the festival, 25 police officers will be working the streets. But
they'll also have assistance from a large group of security guards and sheriff's
reserve deputies. They're expecting the largest crowd during the day
Saturday. The festival is open from 11 am to 11 PM today through Saturday
and again from 11 to 6 on Sunday. Officers will be walking the streets of
MAYFEST inside of the roadblocks. But some will also be monitoring traffic
and other vehicles around here. The blue dome district is just a few blocks
away and they're having an art festival this weekend so expect more
roadblocks and congestion there as well.
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 Fox News This Morning
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[7:03:49 AM] The Tulsa international MAYFEST kicks off this morning. It starts
at 11-A.M. but crews worked into the night to prepare the streets and
roadblocks for traffic. Fox 23's farron salley is live in downtown Tulsa to break
down what you need to know about road closures.

 

[7:04:58 AM]  So it will be a squeeze but they plan to have enough space to
cover the large crowd that's expected to come out here over the weekend.



 
Each year they average more than 350-thousand people but coming up in 30
minutes i'll tell you about this year's projections and what's going to be
different about the 20-14 MAYFEST. Reporting live in downtown reporting
live in downtown Tulsa, farron salley, fox 23 news. New this morning, a Tulsa
man arrested, accused of providing alcohol to a 17-year-old girl.
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[7:32:50 AM]  In our next hour i'll explain who is standing by the accused
pastor despite any evidence police say they have. Tulsa's MAYFEST kicks off in
a few hours. Each year the event draws thousands of people and organizers
are expecting even more people this year. Fox23's farron salley is live
downtown with why they're expecting a bigger crowd and the new things
you'll see this year. 400-thousand. That's how many people a MAYFEST
director told fox 23 are going to coming out this year. And they plan on
having plenty of things to keep those festival goers busy. Wednesday fox 23
cameras were rolling as vendors set up their booths.
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[6:04:04 AM]  At 630 i'll breakdown what fox23 has dug up about bonner so
far. New safety regulations are being enforced at this year's MAYFEST in
downtown Tulsa. It's scheduled to open today at 11 A.M. Fox 23's farron
salley is live to explain the new precautions in place and what it means for
festival goers. Festival goers don't have to change. The new regulations are
for vendors they raise the bar for the tents that can be easily blown over.
One vendor told us about a time when that happened 20:14 "I have seen
tents travel all the way across the street and wipe out several booths on the
other side of the street, "David tate told us that last year he saw an entire
corner get knocked down. But that's exactly why MAYFEST directors are
requiring vendors to bring or rent specific tents this year. The large buildings
downtown can almost create a wind tunnel that with large tents all around



could be a safety hazard but organizers hope that won't be an issue this year.
The tents you'll see out on main street now are stronger and more wind
resistent than those in previous years.
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[6:32:47 AM]  Tulsa's MAYFEST is scheduled to open in just a few more hours
and fox 23 is learning about the added security downtown for the event.
That's where fox 23's farron salley is live with details about who will be in
charge of surveillance and what they'll be doing. Tulsa police are taking the
forefront on security for MAYFEST. We're told a crowd of about 400-
thousand people are expected to coem out here this weekend so the
department will have several officers devoted to watching this area.
Wednesday fox 23 cameras Wednesday fox 23 cameras 10:56 "you'll notice a
strong police presence while you're at MAYFEST" 10:03 "police are on site
24/7 throughout the festival, " executive director Heather pingry told fox 23
that during the busiest times of the festival, 25 police officers will be working
the streets. But they'll also have assistance from a large group of security
guards and sheriff's reserve deputies. They're expecting the largest crowd
during the day Saturday. The festival is open from 11 am to 11 PM today
through Saturday and again from 11 to 6 on Sunday. Officers will be walking
the streets of MAYFEST inside of the roadblocks. But some will also be
monitoring traffic and other vehicles around here. Coming up in at the top of
the hour, we'll tell you about the road blocks set up downtown so you can
know what streets to avoid on your drive in.
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[5:02:48 AM]  Tulsa international MAYFEST kicks off this morning. It starts at
11-A.M. but crews worked into the night to prepare the streets and set up
roadblocks for traffic. Fox 23's farron salley is live in downtown Tulsa to



explain what you need to know about road closures in the area.
 

 

[5:04:03 AM]  So it will be a squeeze but they plan to have enough space to
cover the large crowd that's expected to come out here over the weekend.
Each year they average more than 350-thousand people but coming up in 30
minutes i'll tell you about this year's projections and what's going to be
different about the 20-14 MAYFEST. Reporting live in downtown Tulsa, farron
salley, fox 23 news. This morning we're working to find out if charges will be
filed against an owasso man who police say had a complex marijuana grow
room in his attic.
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[5:31:58 AM]  Tulsa's MAYFEST kicks off this morning. Each year the event
draws thousands of people downtown and organizers of the event are
expecting an even larger crowd this weekend. Fox23's farron salley is live
downtown with why they're expecting a bigger crowd and the new things
festival goers can expect to see. 400-thousand. That's how many people a
MAYFEST director told fox 23 are going to coming out this year. And they
plan on having plenty of things to keep those festival goers busy. Wednesday
fox 23 cameras were rolling as vendors set up their booths.
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 Business owners hoping for a boost from Mayfest
May 15

2014 10:38PM CT  
 

TULSA, Okla. MAYFEST kicked off Thursday and business owners downtown
hope it will help them get a boost in business. Most of people out on Main
Street this weekend want to check out the fried food and 150 vendors lining
the pavement. But people FOX23 met right around the corner are finding
new ways to catch some of the spotlight and the profits. Our sales do go up
during MAYFEST, said Libby Auld, a restaurant owner. Auld owns Elote,
located around the corner from MAYFEST. If it slightly negatively impacts our
business during the day we'll just be part of the festival, she said. So for now



View   

View   

 

she's putting her food on wheels in hopes it'll attract people back to the brick
building. We have the benefit of having air conditioning and margaritas and
sit down service, she said. Other restaurants, shops and places that carry
handmade items hope the added traffic from MAYFEST will help them. We
don't have the budget that some of the large stores have for advertising
obviously so a lot of our business is word of mouth and people who are just
walking by, said Thom Crowe, a business owner. Crowe said each MAYFEST
people come by his store, Made: The Indie Emporium Shop, and say they
never knew it was there. We just need to get people walking around and
seeing what's always here not just coming down for the once a year event,
he said. But there's another festival planned this weekend for the Blue Dome
district, so the combination should be a pleasant business boom. Do you
think you're going to spend a lot of money while you're out? FOX23 asked
Gayle Dod while she was at MAYFEST. Actually yes, I plan on being very, very
stupid with my money over the next four days, said Dod. Which for now is
just what vendors and store owners want to hear. Its exposing a lot of
people to downtown we have a lot of new customers so Im really happy
about it, said Auld. MAYFEST is open from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Thursday
through Saturday and on Sunday from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. The executive
director of MAYFEST says that 400,000 people are expected to attend this
weekend.
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 Roads closed downtown for Mayfest
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TULSA, Okla. MAYFEST is causing some confusion for downtown Tulsa drivers.
Several roads closed Wednesday as nearly 150 vendors set up for the festival
that begins Thursday. The roads will be blocked until 8 p.m. Sunday, so your
typical commute might be a little different. MAYFEST is expected to draw a
crowd of 400,000 people. You know, its just a minor confusion at times. This
morning I came in with one route in mind and got surprised, said John
Graham. Graham works downtown. FOX23 watched as several drivers had to
change directions because of the blocked roads. We are really consistent with
our site, so we close the same roads each year. If youve been before, you
know the drill, said MAYFESTS Executive Director Heather Pingry. Drivers will
need to avoid Main Street and 7th Street all the way to 3rd Street. The road
is partially blocked off in several different areas along Boulder and Cincinatti
Avenue in the area as well.
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 NEWS ON 6 AT TEN
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[10:00:11 PM]  The cause they're backing and their message tonight. As
MAYFEST opens, security becomes a top concern. The plan to keep people
safe and the biggest problem makers for police. They made it through the
Moore tornado, with no storm shelter.
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[10:06:06 PM]  Thousands are downtown tonight for the opening of
MAYFEST, and extra police patrols are keeping visitors safe. Last month, we
told you the Tulsa police department pays officers millions in overtime. A lot
of that overtime is earned at special events. News on six reporter tess maune
is live at MAYFEST to tell us us who's paying to protect you. Terry, in this
case, tax dollars are not going toward the overtime the festival forks over its
own cash to pay for security. The artwork is in place.

 

 

[10:07:12 PM]  Tulsa police corporal Chris bauer has been working MAYFEST
nearly 25 years. And while bauer is in uniform, he's technically on vacation.
Cpl Chris bauer; Tulsa police what a lot of guys do, like myself, we take
vacation days to work it. MAYFEST says it pays officers 25- thousand dollars
for event security. A small price, organizers say, to keep the streets, and
artwork, safe. Dennis Thompson; Missouri artist a few disappear every now
and then, but it's not much. Artist Dennis Thompson brings his unique
sculptures to shows all over the U.S. Dennis Thompson; Missouri artist I'm a
frustrated paleontologist, I guess. Most people see this and they go straight
to fantasy, but it really has more to do with paleontology. MAYFEST tops his
list, he hasn't missed a festival in 36 years. Dennis Thompson; Missouri artist
almost since the thing's been in operation, so i've seen pretty much every
storm Oklahoma has to throw at me.

 

 

[10:08:40 PM] Cpl Chris bauer; Tulsa police we really don't have any major
problems out here. MAYFEST doesn't pay the city. The festival pays officers
directly. Some of them work 16 hour shifts and make about $25 an hour for
the side job.
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[6:06:19 PM]  And welcome to MAYFEST 2014, downtown at 5th and main. A
Governor Jindal late afternoon, chilly compared to normal may fests.
Everybody I see has kind of some summer clothes but they are shivering a
little bit.

 

 

[6:07:13 PM]  We will be in the 50s for the evening hours with a light breeze.
Interesting MAYFEST weather for you. And also we wanted to tell you about
the summer forecast outlook coming up in a little bit. Meantime, from
downtown, back to you.
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 134.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 AT SIX
May 15

2014 06:00PM CT  
 

 
[6:12:07 PM]  There is something we have come to expect, rain during
MAYFEST. That's what we got today on the Osage casino skycam network.

 

 
[6:15:54 PM]  Welcome back to MAYFEST. Things are you asome, a little on
the cool side. It's been hot and humid and windy and all that type of stuff.

 

 
[6:17:04 PM] We've got 120 artists here from all other the country and from
Israel. Wow. You cover all type was art which MAYFEST is known for. What's
going on tonight? How late will got?
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 135.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 AT SIX
May 15

2014 06:00PM CT  
 

 

[6:19:44 PM]  By the time we get to afternoon we should be great, 66 at
noon. MAYFEST, if you come for the lunchtime, it should be awesome. Notice
we have that chance of showers and storms tomorrow night and again
Saturday evening into Sunday. Then it just starts to turn hot as temperatures
return to the 80s to low 90s.
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 136.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 AT FIVE
May 15

2014 05:00PM CT  
 

 
[5:06:43 PM] Travis is live in downtown Tulsa this evening to help kick-off
MAYFEST. Adlib) an Oklahoma preschooler is being called a hero this evening,
after she helped to prevent a three year old boy from drowning.
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 NEWS ON 6 AT FIVE
May 15

2014 05:00PM CT  
 

 
[5:14:03 PM]  MAYFEST is getting off to a great start this evenig, travis is live
checking out the art and food. He'll let us know when rain is heading toward
to the Osage casino skycam network.
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 138.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 AT NOON
May 15

2014 12:00PM CT  
 

 

[12:00:48 PM] But first on six, one of Tulsa's most popular festivals is
underway this afternoon in downtown. MAYFEST opened about an hour ago.
This year there are 120 artists, four stages of entertainment, three indoor
galleries and a kidzone for the little ones. News on 6 reporter, erin Jones is
live at the festival with more, erin? Havannah, MAYFEST has something to
offer everyone. Here there are arts, crafts, four stages where artists will be
preforming and of corse the delicious festival of food. New this year, is the
under $200 program, which encourages young professionals to start their art
collection by selling works of art that are under $200.
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 139.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 SIX IN THE MORNING
May 15

2014 07:00AM CT  
 

 

[7:26:38 AM] Up to 4 hundred thousand people are expected to head
downtown this weekend for Tulsa's annual MAYFEST! The arts festival runs
through Sunday and will offer music, entertainment, food and art sales.
Admission is free and parking is available throughout downtown. As
MAYFEST opens today, we've got our fourth clue for this week's city-wide
mayquest treasure hunt, here it is, have pancakes on the mid-land trail.
Exercise daily, you'll never fail. And Wednesday's winner was Linda satterfield
that clue was: a rose by any other wouldn't be here. Go read the name, the
view is clear. The location was Tulsa garden center in the gardens
congratulations, Linda! Get all the clues first right here on 6 in the morning
for your chance at hundreds of dollars in prizes, including tickts to see Dave
Matthews band live here in Tulsa, be sure to tune in during our 7:00 hour
tomorrow for the fifth and final clue! It's now coming up, you might be
surprised by exclusive poll results in the much talked about state
superintendent's race, and the video taken in an elementary school hallway
that has a boy's parents considering pressing charges against a teacher,
decent weather ahead for MAYFEST, up next, Alan has what you can. Expect
this weekend, 2:00 break get 5% cash back at lowe's this quarter so you can
score more cash. Activate your 5% cash back at chase.
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 140.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 MORNING UPDATE
May 15
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[5:06:15 AM] Also, new video into the newsroom this morning as tornadoes
tear through Southwest Ohio. No threat of tornadoes across the Osage casino
skycam network. Could rain spoil the start of MAYFEST? Alan has your
weekend forecast next.
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 141.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 MORNING UPDATE
May 15

2014 05:00AM CT  
 

 

[5:27:48 AM]  Also, we have an update on those formerly conjoined twins
from guthrie. How the ezell twins are doing this morning. And if you're
heading out to MAYFEST this weekend, you may get spritzed on. Alan tells us
when when rain coming up this half hour, a poorly planned potty break lands
one man in jail. We'll explain why.
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 142.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 MORNING UPDATE
May 15

2014 05:00AM CT  
 

 

[5:41:15 AM]  As for the dog police say it will be quarantined for ten days,
and then put down. It's now (time) MAYFEST kicks off today, what you need
to know before you set off for downtown. Also, the exotic pet on the loose
outside of Kansas City and a couple of conjoined Oklahoma twins had only a
1 in 8 chance of surviving a life-saving surgery. How close they are this
morning to finally going home.

 

 

[5:44:59 AM]  Up to 400,000 people are expected to attend the city's annual
outdoor festival MAYFEST that begins today. The annual tribute to the arts
runs through Sunday downtown and will offer music, entertainment, food
and art sales. Admission to all activities is free and parking is available
throughout downtown.
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 143.  KQCW-CW  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 AT 9
May 15

2014 09:00PM CT  
 

[9:05:13 PM]  Thousands are downtown tonight for the opening of MAYFEST,
and extra police patrols are keeping visitors safe. Last month, we told you the
Tulsa police department pays officers millions in overtime. A lot of that
overtime is earned at special events, like concerts and festivals. News on six
reporter, tess maune, is live at MAYFEST to tell us us who's paying to protect
you. Jen chera in this case, tax dollars are not going toward the overtime the



 

festival forks over its own cash to pay for security. The artwork is in place.
People are shopping. The artwork is in place. People are shopping. And 25
off-duty police officers are on patrol. Cpl Chris bauer; Tulsa police it bodes
better that you have police out here instead of a security guard, just because
we have more power. Tulsa police corporal Chris bauer has been working
MAYFEST nearly 25 years. And while bauer is in uniform, he's technically on
vacation. Cpl Chris bauer; Tulsa police what a lot of guys do, like myself, we
take vacation days to work it. MAYFEST says it pays officers 25- thousand
dollars for event security. A small price, organizers say, to keep the streets,
and artwork, safe. Dennis Thompson; Missouri artist a few disappear every
now and then, but it's not much. Artist Dennis Thompson brings his unique
sculptures to shows all over the U.S. Dennis Thompson; Missouri artist I'm a
frustrated paleontologist, I guess. Most people see this and they go straight
to fantasy, but it really has more to do with paleontology. MAYFEST tops his
list, he hasn't missed a festival in 36 years. Dennis Thompson; Missouri artist
almost since the thing's been in operation, so i've seen pretty much every
storm Oklahoma has to throw at me.

 

 

[9:07:48 PM] Cpl Chris bauer; Tulsa police we really don't have any major
problems out here. MAYFEST doesn't pay the city. The festival pays officers
directly. Some of them work 16 hour shifts and make about $25 an hour for
the side job. There are about four bicycle cops who will be sent out here
police are patrolling for thieves, drunkards and more at Tulsa's MAYFEST.
Should an event be required to pick up the tab for extra police, or is that the
city's responsibility? Tell us at news on six dot com slash ok talk.
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 144.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 News 8 at 10
May 15
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[10:07:02 PM]  Covering the community, the 42nd annual MAYFEST got
underway tonight, showcasing artists from around the country. The family-
friendly event is expecting more than 350-thousand people to attend the
three-day event. MAYFEST offers art, vendors, food, and music. More than a
hundred musicians and dancers will perform. We spoke to a photographer
from Colorado, who's back for the 2nd time, despite a disasterous welcome
last year from mother nature. "Last year, my booth got blown over by the
winds. I was right here. And the whole thing got blown over. And people are
surprised I'm back but I had a great, you know the first 3 days of the festival



last year were great so I'm hoping for another return of a lot of those
customers. MAYFEST is located near 3rd and main. It's open from 11 to 11
tomorrow and Saturday. "Bless my family and friends that sweet prayer, was
said by one of the little light house graduates, this evening.
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 News 8 at 10
May 15

2014 10:00PM CT  
 

 
[10:12:16 PM] Morning Oklahoma, the latest keyword to win you a new ipad
plus everything you need to know for MAYFEST. See you at 4:30!
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 146.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 News 8 at 4PM
May 15
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[4:00:11 PM]  We'll look at the risks, and the rewards, of cyber money. We
go inside the world of bitcoins, to see how it all works. Chief meteorolo gist,
Jennifer zeppelin, is live at MAYFEST. It's getting underway, for a big
weekend. And the 9-11 museum, opens in New York City.

 

 
[4:01:05 PM]  First weather separator if you look past a few showers. It's a
great day, to get downtown, to enjoy MAYFEST. That's where we find, chief
meteorolo gist, Jennifer zeppelin. Jennifer does first weather.
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[4:15:53 PM] Two men, are on trial in Miami, for using bitcoins, to launder
money. It's absolutely gorgeous outside. It's a perfect, to get out and enjoy
MAYFEST. Chief meteorolo gist, Jennifer zeppelin is live with our full forecast.
Break 2 to MAYFEST. Chief meteorologist Jennifer zeppelin is live downtown
Jennifer?
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 148.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Good Day Tulsa
May 15
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[9:34:41 AM] Salvation armyboys and girls clubs of metro Tulsa salvation
armyboys and girls clubs of metro Tulsa 918-835-6902 www. Salarmyt ulsa.
Org MAYFEST kicks off today. One of the many bands you find there in the
ballroom thieves. They're here in our studio this morning. We'll here from
them next. Every year, MAYFEST offers MAYFEST offers over 100 musicians
and dancers on four stages.
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 Good Day Tulsa
May 15

2014 09:00AM CT  
 

 

[9:40:00 AM]  But we're giving you a preview. Martin earley and the ballroom
thieves are with us this morning. The ballroom thievesto night, 6:15pm
Williams green stage, MAYFEST downtown Tulsa tulsamayfest. Org www.
Ballroom thieves.
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 Good Morning Oklahoma
May 15
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[6:55:46 AM] Bud does traffic bud does traffic tomorrow on good morning
Oklahoma, the latest keyword to win you a new ipad plus everything you
need to know for MAYFEST.
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 151.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Good Morning Oklahoma 1st
May 15

2014 05:00AM CT  
 

 

[5:24:58 AM]  Unlike current versions, the deka arm can perform delicate
tasks, like zipping a coat, using a key, or holding an egg without breaking it.
Toss to weather weather next, top stories, plus, MAYFEST making its return
to Tulsa today, good morning Oklahoma.
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 152.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Good Morning Oklahoma 1st
May 15

2014 05:00AM CT  
 

 

[5:35:25 AM]  Tulsa's "use tax" revenues were 2-point-2 million dollars, which
is up 12-percent from a year ago. Today marks the beginning of Tulsa's
MAYFEST, artists and vendors have been busy setting up their tents and food
trucks on the streets of downtown. The four day event features dozens of
artists from around the country, as well as live music, and lots of food.
Organizers say Tulsa's downtown resurgance makes MAYFEST a bigger
success each year. "I am so thrilled to see everything going on downtown, so
many people are used to coming downtown for events and activities, so
many people live downtown. There's something going on downtown 24/7
and that's great for us because it brings people down to MAYFEST and more
exposure of our great city. MAYFEST opens at 11:00 am today, and continues
through Sunday. Trending topics, laughing parrots, and a heroic cat, plus, a
lawmaker with a disgusting habit, bud? This one might put a few people off
their breakfast, but it's definitely, making the rounds.
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 153.  KTUL-TV [ABC 8]  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Annual Mayfest Event Beginning in Downtown Tulsa
May 15

2014 01:34PM CT  
 

Organizations are expecting an approximate 40,000 people in downtown
Tulsa for this weekend's annual MAYFEST.MAYFEST is the annual tribute to
the arts that runs Thursday through Sunday on Main Street through 3rd and
6th Streets. Music, entertainment, food and art will be present throughout



View   

View   

View   

View   

 
the festival.In addition to the outdoor space, the festival also features three
indoor galleries.Organizers of the event say MAYFEST was created to
promote a broader knowledge and appreciation for visual and musical arts in
the city.Admission to all activities is free and parking. is available throughout
downtown.Area residents interested in attending can catch the festival from
11 a.m. until 11 p.m. through Saturday and until 6 p.m. on Sunday.

 

 

 

 154.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
 Feeling out Mayfest: Blind artist attends 42nd Annual
International Mayfest

May 15
2014 08:45PM CT  

 

 

His art isnt marked with a signature its instead distinguished with a
testimony. A brief reminder of his past and an indicator of what has brought
him to this years 42nd annual International MAYFEST sits at the bottom of all
his work. Subscription Required An online service is needed to view this
article in its entirety. You need an online service to view this article in its
entirety.

 

 

 

 155.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Five Questions with Stuart Solomon of AEP-PSO
May 15

2014 07:00PM CT  
 

 

Stuart Solomon is chief operating officer of AEP-PSO. 1. Tulsa International
MAYFEST is going on now and AEP-PSO is a big sponsor. What do you do for
the festival? Subscription Required An online service is needed to view this
article in its entirety.

 

 

 

 156.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Furthermore ... Mayfest
May 15

2014 08:06AM CT  
 

 

tulsaworld.com. Current print subscribers Back Discuss Print Posted in
Editorials, Homepagelatest, Editorialboard on Thursday, May 15, 2014 3:05
am. Tags: Kidzone, Arts, Family-friendliness, MAYFEST, Visual Arts, Tulsa,
Directories, Sunday, Oklahoma, Arts Festival, , Food Similar Stories Most Read
Rules of Conduct 1 Keep it Clean. Please avoid obscene, vulgar, lewd, racist or
sexually-oriented language. 2 Don't Threaten or Abuse.

 

 

 

 157.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Press Play: Live music plentiful this weekend
May 15

2014 05:06AM CT  
 

Musically, its an embarrassment of riches this weekend. Between MAYFEST,
Hop Jam, the Blue Dome Arts Festival and all the normal shows we have at
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Tulsas many wonderful venues, the excuses to not see live music this
weekend are few. Subscription Required An online service is needed to view
this article in its entirety. You need an online service to view this article in its
entirety.

 

 

 

 158.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
 Throwback Tulsa: Storms, Hanson, risque art, beer dispute
- must be Mayfest time

May 15
2014 05:00AM CT  

 

 
What do severe thunderstorms, Hanson, risque art, the infamous beer
incident and Sammy Davis Jr. have in common. They've all been part of
MAYFEST.

 

 

 

 159.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
 Throwback Tulsa: Storms, Hanson, sexy art, beer dispute -
must be Mayfest time

May 15
2014 05:00AM CT  

 

 

Photo Gallery: MAYFEST through the years What do severe thunderstorms,
Hanson, risque art, the infamous beer incident and Sammy Davis Jr. have in
common? Theyve all been part of MAYFEST. Tulsas downtown festival of art,
music and food actually began in 1973 as a gift to the city in honor of its 75th
birthday from the Tulsa Junior League. Jubilee 73, as it was called, was held
on the Civic Center Plaza. It featured arts and crafts, a childrens zone and
music, much like todays MAYFEST. Unlike today, the food concessions were
provided by local organizations. The big event in 1973 was a performance by
Sammy Davis Jr. with Skitch Henderson conducting the Tulsa Philharmonic
Orchestra at the Assembly Center (now Cox Business Center) It was Davis first
visit to Tulsa, and he had some misgivings about coming, he told the
audience of 5,000. A warm and enthusiastic greeting settled that question
and Sammy relaxed, took off his tie and his coat and showed everybody why
he is called, in the entertainment business, Mr. Entertainment,' " wrote
columnist Bill Donaldson in The Tulsa Tribune. Davis sang his hits including
Candy Man and What Kind of Fool Am I? and did impressions of Humphrey
Bogart, James Cagney and Marlon Brando. He established a strong rapport
with the audience, a World reviewer wrote, and received a standing ovation
after singing The Impossible Dream. Stormy weather The weather is always an
issue with MAYFEST: 1989 High winds blew most of the exhibitors tents off
their frames and damaged wares. 1992 Some vendors packed up early to
avoid heavy rains and a painted silk merchant reported thousands of dollars
in damage. Concerts by Tom Chapin and The Mamas and The Papas were
moved into the Brady Theater. 2001 It didnt actually rain, but forecasts of
stormy weather hurt attendance. 2002 Rain and heavy winds knocked over
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tents. 2003 Thunderstorms closed the festival early one day. 2004 A 2-inch
deluge caused traffic accidents, street flooding and power outages
throughout the metro area. And at MAYFEST, thousands of dollars worth of
art was destroyed and opening day ended early. One vendor lost $11,000
worth of pottery. 2009 Rain and 60 mph winds damaged tents. 2010 Winds
of 80 mph knocked over tents and periodic rain hampered attendance for the
first two days. Three boys named Hanson In 1992, three young brothers
named Isaac, Taylor and Zac made their professional debut at MAYFEST
singing soulful harmonies a cappella , wearing sunglasses, black jackets, white
T-shirts and jeans. See their audition here: [embedded content] They also
performed at MAYFEST in 1996, before becoming international superstars. In
2005, shortly before their triumphant return to MAYFEST, Taylor told a Tulsa
World reporter: Weve traveled around the world talking about the first show
we ever did, which was here at MAYFEST. When we started off, it was three
voices, three guys harmonizing. We were 6, 9 and 11 years old and just
standing there singing classic rock n roll covers like Rockin Robin and Splish
Splash Thousands of fans jammed downtown for that 2005 show, which
featured two other local heroes Leon Russell and Steve Ripley. This year, the
brothers have their own one-day craft beer and music festival, Hop Jam 2014
in the Brady district Sunday, which is also the last day of MAYFEST. Half-nude
Miss Liberty What good is art if it isnt occasionally controversial? In 1999, a
7-foot sculpture of a half-nude Statue of Liberty fondling her breast inside a
birdcage with the word Phallacy on top was drawing complaints.

 

And rightfully so. Its offensive. MAYFEST officials initially moved the caged
Lady Liberty out of public view. The sculpture, which was damaged in the
process, was later moved back for the gala Wednesday night opening after a
compromise was reached: she had to be placed in an out-of-the-way corner
and be gone by Thursday morning. Marrinson, the artist, said the sculpture
was intended to be provocative. I think if they thought about it, people
wouldnt get upset over the exposed breast. They would get upset over what
goes on in our society, Marrinson said. The scantily clad Miss Liberty
redeemed herself, despite her broken crown. Moved to an alternate location,
she became the most popular attraction at MAYFEST and a bidder paid
$1,100 for her in the art auction. The artist was invited to join the Invitational
Gallery committee the following year. Controversy erupted again in 2002
over the official MAYFEST poster, by New York artist Paul Davis, which
depicted a woman wearing a see-through gown, running through downtown
streets holding a banner. Its the kind of thing that no one in New York would
even blink at, but in Tulsa weve already gotten a few calls about it, festival
chairman Michael Patton said. I hope it wont turn into a controversy, but it
already has a little. It is a bit risqu. The artist said he was trying to express
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 exuberance, joy and fun. The beer incident It was a newspaper headline
writers dream: MAYFESTS beer fuss hits court; trouble brews over brands
Judge hops to resolution of MAYFEST beer dispute Reporters got in on the
fun, too. The participants in the great MAYFEST beer fuss remain at
lagerheads, wrote one. MAYFEST had been relocated from the Main Mall to
the Brady area in 1991 and 92, a move that upset downtown merchants who
relied on MAYFEST crowds for a large part of their business. The festival was
expanded from five days to 10 in 1992 and there was even talk of charging
people for admission, but the idea was discarded. And, the director, Al
Kraizer, was accused of trying to give Miller beer, a major sponsor of the
festival, a monopoly on beer sales. He had ordered tents and heavy
equipment first a beer truck, later a forklift and a cherry picker to be parked
in front of two businesses that were selling cans of Budweiser to festival-
goers. Kraizer said he was just trying to protect MAYFEST patrons by
discouraging unauthorized sales of beer. The businesses, a caterer and a
dinner theater, asked a district judge for an injunction against Kraizer. The
dispute was settled out of court with the barricades removed and the
business owners dropping their suit. And MAYFEST returned to the Main Mall
area in 1993. Debbie Jackson 918-581-8374 debbie.jackson@tulsaworld.com

 

 

 

 160.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT 10
May 14

2014 10:00PM CT  
 

 

[10:03:07 PM]  Making matters worse, a heat wave not seen in decades is
ravaging the area. Right now, the weather, much calmer here in green
country, as downtown Tulsa undergoes a transformation of sorts. You're
looking at live pictures as MAYFEST prepares to open tomorrow. Hundreds of
booths are going up for the annual event that offers art, music and food.
With thousands of people expected, and parts of downtown blocked off,
we've put together this map to help you out.
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 161.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT 6
May 14

2014 06:00PM CT  
 

 
[6:07:50 PM] And a Tulsa tradition kicks off tomorrow, what you can expect
at this year's MAYFEST.
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 162.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT 6
May 14

2014 06:00PM CT  
 

 
[6:16:01 PM] Right now, crews are transforming parts of downtown Tulsa for
the 42nd annual MAYFEST celebration.
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 163.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT 5
May 14

2014 05:00PM CT  
 

 

[5:17:08 PM] "It says something about our image and it's important for us to
brand ourselves and this is just one more way to do that through direct
contact. The Mobile visitor center debuts this week at MAYFEST. City leaders
hope to reach more than 150-thousand people in the first year. It could be
one of history's most important finds.
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 164.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT MIDDAY
May 14

2014 11:00AM CT  
 

 
[10:58:36 AM]  Sounds neighbors heard when the fire started. Preparations
already underway for this year's Tulsa MAYFEST. The transformation that's
happening now downtown. Kicking off the Special Olympics.
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 165.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT MIDDAY
May 14

2014 11:00AM CT  
 

[11:04:44 AM] It's the 45th year of the games and the 31st year they're being



 

held at OSU. An annual walk to the Special Olympics from Tulsa wraps up
today, the walk in in honor of cpl jared shoemaker, he was killed in the line of
duty, the walk started Monday in Tulsa, by Tuesday morning, walkers started
again on highway 51 and stopped for the night in yale, that. S where they are
right now, at eight this morning, they will finish t on highway 51 to stillwater,
crews are busy right now transforming part of downtown Tulsa for this year's
MAYFEST. The annual arts festival opens tomorrow and continues through
Sunday afternoon. It draws hundreds of artists and musicians from around
the country, and thousands of visitors to Tulsa.
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 166.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox 23 News at 10
May 14

2014 10:00PM CT  
 

 
[10:11:52 PM]  Sparks fly on a tanning bed. The woman inside the bed, and
how she escape. MAYFEST is coming to downtown Tulsa. All new at ten, the
new regulations to help keep people safe, next.

 

 

[10:14:07 PM]  New at ten, fox23 found out some new, strict regulations
have been put in place to prevent a mishap at MAYFEST. You may recall the
festival in downtown Tulsa ran into some trouble with the wind last year.
Fox23's Morgan downing joins us live in downtown Tulsa to you might not be
able to tell just by looking at them all of the tents at this year's MAYFEST are
much sturdier these vendors had to comply with. MAYFEST is expected to
draw in 400,000 people this year. Mix people with Oklahoma wind and things
can get dangerous. 09:35 e e had a few casualties of tents in the past,
heatherlast year, tents were blown all over the place. Vendor David tate
remembers it well. 20:14 have seen tents travel all the way across the street
and wipe out several booths on the other side of the street, 0:25 ast year,
this whole area got knocked down. This whole corner, tateso executive
director Heather pingry said some changes have been made. Vendors had to
bring or rent specific tents that are stronger and they e being held down with
several large barrels of water. 09:50 t can be a wind tunnel sometimes and
we want everything to stay safe and in place, heatherfox23 also found out
security will be high. 10:03 olice are on site 24/7 throughout the festival,
heatherat the busiest times pingry said 25 police officers will be spread out
across the festival large group of security guards and sheriff reserve deputies
10:56 ou l notice a strong police presence while you e at MAYFEST -the
festival kicks off. Tomorrow morning at 11 oclock. Live in downtown Tulsa,



Morgan downing fox23 news.
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 167.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox 23 News at 9
May 14

2014 09:00PM CT  
 

 

[9:08:46 PM]  Phillips has dementia and may be disoriented. If you see him,
call police. MAYFEST activities are causing some confusion downtown.
Several roads closed today as about 150 vendors set up for the festival.
Fox23's Morgan downing joins us live in downtown Tulsa to help ease some
of the road block confusion.

 

 

[9:09:23 PM]  It gets people down here that aren't familier with the area,
"downtown streets are lined with 120 artists tents and more than 30 food
vendors this year. MAYFEST is expected to draw a crowd of 400,000. So with
a large festival like this one along with it. And that's causing some headaches.
24:10 "you know, it's just a minor confusion at times. You know this morning
I came in with one route in mind and got surprised, John Graham/works
downtownfox23 watched as several cars like this one had to switch up their
drive because these signs are blocking off several roads. 07:40 "we are really
consistent with our site, so we close the same roads each year. So if you've
been before you know the drill, Heather pingry/executive director drivers
need to avoid main street from 7th street all the way to 3rd street. The road
is partially blocked off in several different areas along boulder and Cincinnati
avenue in the area as well. MAYFEST executive director Heather pingry says
most of the parking areas are outside the festival's perameter. 07:54 'we've
got on street parking, surface lots and parking garages all around the site. So,
plenty of parking once you get down here, " p the blue dome district is just a
few blocks from here and they're having an art festival over there this
weekend too. So, roads will be closed in that area as well. All new for you on
fox23 news at 10 I found out there are some new regulations that have been
put in place here at MAYFEST this year to keep everyone safe. The organizers
of tonight's debate in Tulsa for *state superintendent*candidates, say
superintenden t *Janet barresi* changed her mind, deciding just a couple of
days ago, not to take part in tonight's forum. But, it went on anyway at
Eisenhower elementary, with several candidates debating the best ways to
move education forward in Oklahoma, despite a tight state budget.
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 168.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 FOX23 News at 6
May 14

2014 06:00PM CT  
 

 

[6:08:06 PM] Prosecutors have filed first degree murder charges against
Tucker McGee for wilson's death. MAYFEST, in downtown Tulsa, will kick-off
tomorrow morning. Already, some streets are closed, and vendors are setting
up. New at six: fox23's Morgan downing is reporting live, downtown, with
what you need to know if you plan to drive in downtown, now through
Sunday, Morgan. Road closure signs like this one have already been set up
around the preimeter of the festival. The festival kicks off tomorrow morning
but they closed the roads today because more than 150 vendors are already
setting up right now. I spoke with the executive director a little bit ago and
she told me in order to minimize confusion the same exact roads have been
closed the past couple years. I met one man who's worked in downtown for
17 years though and these cones still caught him off guard. 24:10 "you know,
it's just a minor confusion at times. You know this morning I came in with one
route in mind and got surprised, " on fox23 news at 9 we'll break down the
exact roads that you need to avoid and i'll let you know the new security
measures that have been put in place for MAYFEST this year. Watch for lane-
closures on highway 169 tomorrow. Tomorrow.
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 169.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 FOX23 News at 5
May 14

2014 05:00PM CT  
 

 

[5:10:42 PM] The fire in Santa Barbara county is now 85-percent contained,
but the one in San Diego county, is only 25- percent contained. Several roads
are now closed downtown, while vendors set up for MAYFEST. MAYFEST
officially opens at 11 tomorrow morning, you can see portions of 3rd, 4th,
and 5th street near main are all closed. There will also be additional road
closures in the blue dome district this weekend for the blue dome arts
festival. And on Sunday crews plan to close roads in the Brady arts district for
"hopjam"
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 170.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox News This Morning
May 14

2014 08:00AM CT  
 

 

[8:17:19 AM]  Witnesses say the bounce house owners set it up correctly, it
was secured to the ground. Tulsa's international MAYFEST is scheduled to
start tomorrow. This is video from the event last year. There will be art, live
music, food and drinks. Organizers are expecting more than 350-thousand
people to attend. Paul thorn will headline opening night, musician "black Joe
Lewis" will perform Friday, and bob Schneider will take the stage Saturday.
MAYFEST runs from tomorrow through Sunday. Admission is free. Rain is rain
is falling in parts of green country this morning.
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 171.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 AT SIX
May 14

2014 06:00PM CT  
 

 

[6:18:15 PM]  A window open, you're going to freeze in the morning. In the
afternoon, gorgeous day, light winds, a few sprinkles, isolated thunder
showers. And MAYFEST kicks off tomorrow. As we look on into Friday,
looking for early morning temperatures, again, very chilly in the 40s. Like I
said, might as well enjoy it, better than 100 degrees. We're talking
temperatures in the afternoon on Friday, topping out near 70s to around 80
degrees to the west, with all what's all the green? A reasonable chance of
showers and thunderstorms Friday afternoon with a wave of energy, they'll
come flying through the air. That could mess with MAYFEST, slight chance it
could mess with us tomorrow and a better chance Friday. What about rainfall
amounts? It doesn't look like it's anything major, but with a chance of
showers in the forecast, I'm not going to complain too much.

 

 

[6:20:23 PM]  I'm calling jacket weather tomorrow morning. Kids, they're
leaving their jackets at school and everything else right now because it's so
chilly in the morning and it's nice and warm in the afternoon. Partly sunny,
isolated thunder shower to kick off may 5th and MAYFEST is looking good on
Friday, there's that chance of showers and thunderstorm for Friday night.
Saturday and Sunday look good, but notice the temperatures start to go oh,
there's 90 degrees showing up. Tuesday and Wednesday.
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 172.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 AT SIX
May 14

2014 06:00PM CT  
 

 

[6:27:12 PM]  Right now we cannot complain. Temperatures very cool for the
next few days, if you want warm weather you can't complain because you'll
get that Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday of next week. Our chance of showers
not that great, but there will be hit and miss showers for Thursday and Friday
and the kickoff of MAYFEST tomorrow afternoon. All right. Looks nice.
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 173.  KQCW-CW  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 SIX IN THE MORNING
May 14

2014 08:00AM CT  
 

 

[8:03:10 AM]  We're looking over downtown we want to warn you crews
have started shutting down some streets to set up for MAYFEST, now a look
at the news erin Jones joins us with a check of our top stories and traffic.
Erin, new this morning, one person is in custody after firefighters find an
illegal drug, after a garage fire in owasso. Authorities on scene tell us they
found several tubs of marijuana, at 106th street north and 145th east
avenue.
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 174.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 News 8 at 5
May 14

2014 05:00PM CT  
 

 

[5:10:09 PM]  Charles ely will take us inside, this unusual system. It's high risk,
high reward, so it has it's dangers. Tonight, the community is coming together
to show their support for hundreds of nigerian girls who were kidnapped
from their families, plus, downtown Tulsa is getting ready for MAYFEST, we'll
have a preview. "I tried a few different slogans and that one flashed in and I
was pretty certain that was it. "I tried a few different slogans and that one



flashed in and I was pretty certain that was it.
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 175.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 News 8 at 5
May 14

2014 05:00PM CT  
 

 

[5:16:03 PM]  He's also fighting for "constitu tional carry", letting law abiding
citizens carry guns, no questions asked. We are just a day away from the start
of Tulsa's MAYFEST, artists and vendors are busy setting up their tents and
food trucks on the streets of downtown. The four day event features dozens
of artists from around the country, as well as live music, and lots of food.
Organizers say Tulsa's downtown resurgance makes MAYFEST a bigger
success each year. "I am so thrilled to see everything going on downtown, so
many people are used to coming downtown for events and activities, so
many people live downtown. There's something going on downtown 24/7
and that's great for us because it brings people down to MAYFEST and more
exposure of our great city. MAYFEST opens at 11:00 tomorrow, and
continues through Sunday. Cool weather will continue the next couple of
days with highs cool weather will continue the next couple of days with highs
in the upper 60s and lows in the 40s. There will be a slight chance for an
isolated shower off and on through Saturday.
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 176.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Good Day Tulsa
May 14

2014 09:00AM CT  
 

 

[9:01:52 AM] And I'm Andrew kozak. We're glad you're with us this morning.
MAYFEST starts tomorrow. Only one of the biggest and best festivals of its
kind. For a special treat, the seth walker trio came in a day early to perform
m st for you.
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 177.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
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 Good Day Tulsa
May 14

2014 09:00AM CT  
 

 

[9:47:45 AM]  MAYFEST is here and the weather looks great. Four days of
music and art in beautiful downtown Tulsa. We have a treat for you. This
morning the seth walker trio is here to perform. Seth walker triotomorrow,
7:45pm Williams green stage, MAYFEST downtown Tulsa tulsamayfest. Org
www. Sethwalk er. Com performance MAYFEST seth walker [ cheers and
applause
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 178.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Rainbow will be everywhere this Mayfest
May 14

2014 08:56PM CT  
 

 

W hen it comes to the art part of MAYFEST, theres likely to be a trace of
Rainbow wherever you look. Tulsa artist Lauren Lunsford, better known
around town as Rainbow Girl, has been involved with the Tulsa International
MAYFEST in a variety of ways since returning to Oklahoma in 2008.
Subscription Required An online service is needed to view this article in its
entirety. You need an online service to view this article in its entirety.

 

 

 

 179.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Mayfest headliners bring weekend of roots music
May 14

2014 07:07PM CT  
 

 

The headlining acts at this years Tulsa International MAYFEST are bringing the
funk, soul and lots more. Southern blues musician Paul Thorn headlines
Thursday night, followed by the soul and funk of Black Joe Lewis on Friday.
The last act on Saturday is singer/songwriter Bob Schneider.

 

 

 

 180.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT MIDDAY
May 13

2014 11:00AM CT  
 

 

[11:22:13 AM]  We've been out some pretty crazy days. For more info go to
the list show dot TV. At number three: MAYFEST time! Could this be right?
Please tell me this is true, no rain for MAYFEST? Notice we have some 20
percent but that just doesn't sound right that's the whole point ofhaving
MAYFEST during may so big storms can come into town and blow the
artwork everywhere and share it with Tulsa. That's right then we can grab it

http://ct.moreover.com/?a=17725357197&p=1dg&v=1&x=LdJiE9tMMJs45kRk9qMaGA
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http://ct.moreover.com/?a=17721775407&p=1dg&v=1&x=14F6rr7S7V8INHxVYgb5BQ


all up and we don't even have to go to MAYFEST. Just kidding, kick off for the
arts and music fest is sunny Thursday. Now you are caught up and clued in
around Tulsa, I'm erin christy.
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 181.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Good Day Tulsa
May 13

2014 09:00AM CT  
 

 
[9:54:52 AM]  Weather toss back tomorrow, a performance preview for
MAYFEST. And we'll be live at cajun ed's hebert's speciality meats, getting
you ready for crawfest.
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 182.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 SIX IN THE MORNING
May 12

2014 07:00AM CT  
 

 
[7:20:02 AM] It's called mayquest, and it leads right up to the start of Tulsa's
MAYFEST. Joining us this morning to talk about mayquest is Lynn flinn,
president of the rowland group. Good morning!
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 183.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 EARLY NEWS
May 11

2014 08:30AM CT  
 

 

[8:26:37 AM]  If you own any of the vehicles being recalled, you will soon be
notified by mail, or you can go to a dealership. The next time you feel the
need to argue with your spouse or kids, try not to. Squabble's with family,
could cut your life short, Taft adlibs xxxxxx break xxxxxx about MAYFEST
which is coming up very soon.
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 184.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 EARLY NEWS
May 11

2014 08:30AM CT  
 

 
[8:32:24 AM]  MAYFEST includes fine arts, crafts, four stages of performing
artists, kidzone and more. Admission is free. From geek to steam punk, the
Tulsa comic expo has everything from doctor who to Hercules.
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 185.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 News 8 at 10
May 11

2014 10:00PM CT  
 

 
[10:09:38 PM]  We want to share with you some events to keep in mind.
MAYFEST begins next weekend. The festival starts may 15th and goes
through the 18th. The blue dome arts festival will also kick off on Friday.
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 186.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS WEEKEND MORNING
May 10

2014 09:00AM CT  
 

 

[9:49:02 AM] The comedy opens at the Tulsa performing arts center on
Tuesday and continues through may 18. Tickets start at $20. And, you know
its spring when it's time for MAYFEST. Downtown Tulsa's annual festival of
arts and music begins Thursday and continues through may 18. This year's
free concerts include the Paul thorn band, black Joe Lewis and bob
Schneider. Don't forget: a few blocks from MAYFEST, the blue dome arts
festival gets jumping with more local arts, crafts, food and music, too,
beginning Friday. I'm Julie chin and that's stuff 2 do. For more entertainment
and all things Oklahoma, pick up the brand new may issue of Oklahoma
magazine.
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 187.  TulsaWorld.com 
 Mayfest kicks off Thursday with art, music, food in
downtown Tulsa

May 10
2014 09:00PM CT  

 

 

Tulsa International MAYFEST kicks off Thursday with art, music, food and
more, transforming downtown streets into a destination spot for the 42nd
year. Theres something to see (from cool creations to people-watching),
something to hear (musicians of every variety) and something to smell (from
turkey legs to Indian tacos) everywhere. Theres something for everyone, but
first and foremost, MAYFEST is about art, and the art is part of shaping Tulsa
as a community. At a time when municipal-funded arts locations like Heller
and Clark Theaters and the jobs of other performing-arts professionals are
being threatened by city budget cuts, MAYFEST arrives for a four-day festival
showing the importance of the arts in Tulsa. Its interesting to look back at
how MAYFEST was first started, and that was as a celebration of our
community and its connection to the arts, said Heather Pingry, executive
director of MAYFEST. Weve stuck to that mission of exposing Tulsans to art,
whether through someone adding to their own collection or allowing kids to
come here and make art. Its really about the community gathering together
to celebrate the arts. MAYFEST is one of the areas most popular festivals,
and after all these years, its still free, which offers access to the arts for
everyone. But theres only so much that MAYFEST can do in four days. It
really needs to be at every level that people are supporting arts in the
community, because the arts are critical to having a vibrant community,
Pingry said. Its unfortunate that the arts are one of the first things to be cut
from schools, and to be cut from budgets, because a more well-rounded
person is one whos been exposed to the arts. As an example of how
MAYFEST gives back to young artists, the festival this year partnered with
WPX and the Arts & Humanities Council of Tulsa for 2014s new gallery,
located inside the Downtown YMCA at 418 S. Main St. The Art of the
Monarch Gallery is where guests can view the. artworks of those fifth- and
sixth-grade students from Hawthorne Elementary in Tulsa (which saw its art
program eliminated) who were enrolled in an after-school art program taught
by the Councils artist-in-residence, Lauren Lunsford, at which they learned
about the beauty and the nature of the monarch butterfly. It was incredible
to see how it came together, with WPX having about 65 mentors working
with the kids at Hawthorne, Pingry said. There are several studies showing
that kids exposed to the arts do better in school, in math and at home if they
have this other way in which to express themselves, and we wanted to help
give them a better opportunity to showcase that. Of course, Pingry knows
there are other important elements to the MAYFEST experience. Like the
food. Have you had a barbecue parfait from Smoke Stack BBQ? she asked. It



View   

View   

is mashed potatoes, pulled pork, baked beans and barbecue sauce, layered in
a plastic cup, and you eat it with a spoon. Its my absolute favorite thing. And
then theres the music, from the headliners to those local and regional talents
playing the Community Stage, where about 50 acts performing over four days
were whittled down from about 400 submissions, Pingry said, while recalling
one of her earliest MAYFEST music memories. When I was in high school,
Jacob Fred Jazz Odyssey was from Broken Arrow and they were new, and me
and my friends came down here. We just couldnt believe that people we
knew, and someone wed gone to high school with, were playing on a stage at
MAYFEST, she said. I just fell in love with downtown and I was amazed at
how such a quiet place became so vibrant during this event. All that has
changed in recent years, as the BOK Center and the Brady Arts District have
changed the landscape and ensured that people some of whom may have
only visited downtown during MAYFEST in the past are populating downtown
Tulsa on a nightly basis. Now if the weather will just cooperate. But be
careful to not tell Pingry that It rains every year at MAYFEST. Not true. I tell
them about 2007 and 2008, each with four straight days with no rain, the
veteran MAYFEST director said with a chuckle. People will say something
about some year, and Ill tell them, No, it only rained a few drops on that
Sunday afternoon youre talking about. So whats the perfect MAYFEST day?
Its 75 degrees and sunny, none of the electricity goes out, there are no water
issues, everyone shows up when theyre supposed to, and everyone has a
great time, Pingry said. Michael Smiith 918-581-8479
michael.smith@tulsaworld.com

 

 

 

 188.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 5 to Find: Local alternatives to festival fare
May 8

2014 05:00AM CT  
 

 

With all the big music and cultural festivals planned for this area, it means its
time to splurge on festival food. Corn dogs at Rooster Days, an Indian taco at
MAYFEST or whatever you can forage in the forest at Wakarusa are always
popular. But this year, explore the local fare a bit more. Subscription
Required An online service is needed to view this article in its entirety.

 

 

 

 189.  KTUL-TV [ABC 8]  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Street CReD Event Promotes Outdoor Activity in Tulsa
May 4

2014 05:29PM CT  
 

Street CReD: Urban Core is an event being held in downtown Tulsa today
from 11 a.m.-4 p.m. to promote exercise, walking and biking in the area.The
mission of the event is to spur pedestrian-based development in southern

http://ct.moreover.com/?a=17680438964&p=1dg&v=1&x=rlwCsCElsKoNg_b_67CWwg
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downtown and 20 nonprofit organizations will be present at the event. to
help demonstrate what the area would be like if walking, biking and exercise
were a dominant part of Tulsa's culture.Mayfest, INCOG and the Tulsa
Foundation for Architecture are among the nonprofit organizations present
that will be helping to simulate what an pedestrian-dominant downtown
Tulsa would look like.Biking will be available. throughout the event's setup on
a cycletrack south of 15th Street.

 

 

 

 190.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 AT SIX
May 2

2014 06:00PM CT  
 

 

[6:20:21 PM]  Enjoy that cool start at 44.88 in the afternoon. That's warm. A
Southwest wind of 10 to 5 miles an hour, and right in time for MAYFEST,
showers and storms, but we need the rain. We need the water. Barbecue,
bixby is the place to be for that.
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Audience:  72,600  

 Ad Value:  $1,000   Calc Ad Value:  $900  

 Calc Publicity
Value:  $2,700  

 
  

 191.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS TODAY 6 AM
May 1

2014 06:00AM CT  
 

 

[6:17:34 AM]  Looking ahead, may first means may fest is just a few weeks
away. Organizers released the official poster of this year's 2014 international
MAYFEST at a special event last night. It was created by Tulsa artist Phil
cooper. MAYFEST starts may 15th and runs through the 18th in downtown
Tulsa. And happening today, if you haven't gotten your center of the universe
music festival tickets, then you will be paying more starting today. Ticket
prices went up at midnight.
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Audience:  18,544  

 Ad Value:  $100   Calc Ad Value:  $747  

 Calc Publicity
Value:  $2,240  

 
  

 192.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS TODAY AT 5 AM
May 1

2014 05:00AM CT  
 

[5:20:04 AM]  Tip off set for seven o'clock. Looking ahead, may first means
may fest is just a few weeks away. Organizers released the official poster of
this year's 2014 international MAYFEST at a special event last night. It was

http://ct.moreover.com/?a=17615252035&p=1dg&v=1&x=oxD6Y9NBlqxImLemaJFTKg
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 created by Tulsa artist Phil cooper. MAYFEST starts may 15th and runs
through the 18th in downtown Tulsa. And happening today, if you haven't
gotten your center of the universe music festival tickets, then you will be
paying more starting today. Ticket prices went up at midnight.

  

 

 Nielsen
Audience:  7,912  

 Ad Value:  $30   Calc Ad Value:  $30  

 Calc Publicity
Value:  $90  

 
  

 193.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox News This Morning
May 1

2014 07:00AM CT  
 

 

[6:58:15 AM]  The other bill, would require those convicted of human
trafficking for sexual exploitation to register as sex offenders. Tulsa's
MAYFEST has unveiled this year's poster for the festival. Here's a look at it.
The poster shows a truck filled with MAYFEST fun, flying over downtown
Tulsa. It was created by Tulsa artist phill cooper. The festival will feature art,
live music, food and drinks. Organizers are expecting more than 350-
thousand people to attend. MAYFEST runs from may 15th to the 18th, and
admission is free. We're tracking *cold temperatures* as you head out the
door this morning, how cold it will be in your neighborhood and when we will
see a warm-up. We're following breaking news fatal accident ba and Sheridan
an investigation underway into the *botched* execution of an Oklahoma
inmate, what the inmate's family and the *governor* have to say about what
happened.

  

 

 Nielsen
Audience:  27,095  

 Ad Value:  $70   Calc Ad Value:  $154  

 Calc Publicity
Value:  $462  

 
  

 194.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Good Morning Oklahoma 1st
May 1

2014 05:00AM CT  
 

 

[5:19:18 AM] Winds: light NW. Low: 40. Meteorologist Andrew kozak toss
back toss back in just four minutes, a look at this year's MAYFEST poster.
And, something new is coming to the Tulsa zoo. Dinosaur spits : 04 laughter
when you can check out these, life-like dinosaurs, coming to mohawk park.

 

 

[5:23:33 AM]  International MAYFEST poster is unveiled. But as you're about
to see, it wasn't exactly smooth. One, two, three ohhhh! That's Tulsa native
and artist phill cooper with the good catch during the unveiling at OSU-Tulsa.
Cooper was chosen to design and paint this year's poster. It depicts a vintage
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View   

truck carrying things you'd find at MAYFEST hovering over the Tulsa skyline.
The 42nd MAYFEST runs may 15th to 18th in downtown Tulsa. Groans and
spits water, zookeeper screams channel 8, getting a preview of "zoo-rassic
park. Giant, "life- like dinosuars" will be on display at the Tulsa zoo.
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Audience:  10,586  

 Ad Value:  $100   Calc Ad Value:  $227  

 Calc Publicity
Value:  $680  

 
  

 195.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2014 Mayfest poster by Phill Cooper is 'fully loaded'
May 1

2014 08:26AM CT  
 

 

It all started when Phill Cooper made with the shades. "Maybe about seven
years ago, I did this painting of a giant pair of sunglasses hovering over a
treeline, with a sunset behind it," said Cooper, the artist for the 2014
MAYFEST poster. Subscription Required An online service is needed to view
this article in its entirety. You need an online service to view this article in its
entirety.

 

 

 

 196.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT 6
Apr 30

2014 06:00PM CT  
 

 
[6:17:34 PM] May 14th the athletics will play against the Oklahoma City
energy in the us open cup. Friday's game starts at eight o'clock. Here it is, the
official poster of this year's 2014 international MAYFEST.

 

 

[6:21:21 PM] It was unveiled just 30 minutes ago at the helmerich research
center on the OSU Tulsa campus. It was created by Tulsa artist Phil cooper.
MAYFEST starts may 15th and runs through the 18th in downtown Tulsa. Can
the thunder recover from a third overtime loss? Big Al with sports coming up.
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 197.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 News 8 at 10
Apr 30

2014 10:00PM CT  
 

[10:24:35 PM] It wasn't exactly smooth, but the 2014 Tulsa international
MAYFEST poster was unveiled this evening. One, two, three ohhhh! That's
Tulsa native and artist phill cooper with the good catch during the unveiling
at OSU-Tulsa. Cooper was chosen to design and paint this year's poster. It
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depicts a vintage truck carrying things you'd find at MAYFEST hovering over
the Tulsa skyline. All in typical cooper style. I knew I was going to do my big
stuff style which is taking ordinary objects and making them extraordinary by
just making them huge and floating and hovering over a landscape. Cooper
calls this a bucket list project for him. The 42nd MAYFEST runs may 15th to
18th in downtown Tulsa. Trt - 0:14 outq: ", listen to me! Oklahoma has a new
public enemy no.
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 Ad Value:  $825   Calc Ad Value:  $1,815  
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Value:  $5,445  

 
  

 198.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox News This Morning
Apr 22

2014 08:00AM CT  
 

 

[8:12:33 AM]  A community coming together. How one local organization is
helping dozens of children who lost their belongings when their school bus
went up in flames. The headliners for this year's MAYFEST. The big names
coming to the city and how many people are expected to attend. A major
change in who's in charge.
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Audience:  23,352  

 Ad Value:  $70   Calc Ad Value:  $37  

 Calc Publicity
Value:  $112  

 
  

 199.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox News This Morning
Apr 22

2014 08:00AM CT  
 

 

[8:25:26 AM] The group started gathering signatures after seven children died
in May in the tornado that destroyed plaza towers elementary school in
Moore. Tulsa's MAYFEST has announced its headlining performers for this
year's festival. This is video from the event last year. The festival features art,
live music, food and drinks. Organizers are expecting more than 350-
thousand people to attend. Paul thorn will headline opening night, black Joe
Lewis will perform Friday, and bob Schneider will take the stage Saturday.
MAYFEST runs from may 15th to the 18th. Admission is free. The city of
owasso is offering a free landfill day this Saturday.
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 200.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox 23 News Daybreak
Apr 22

2014 06:00AM CT  
 

 

[6:11:44 AM]  How one local organization is helping dozens of children who
lost their belongings when their school bus went up in flames. The headliners
for this year's MAYFEST. The big names coming to the city and how many
people are expected to attend. A major change in who's in charge.
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Audience:  27,371  

 Ad Value:  $70   Calc Ad Value:  $35  
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Value:  $105  

 
  

 201.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox 23 News Daybreak
Apr 22

2014 06:00AM CT  
 

 

[6:26:09 AM]  Tulsa's MAYFEST has announced its headlining performers for
this year's festival. This is video from the event last year. The festival features
art, live music, food and drinks. Organizers are expecting more than 350-
thousand people to attend. Paul thorn will headline opening night, black Joe
Lewis will perform Friday, and bob Schneider will take the stage Saturday.
MAYFEST runs from may 15th to the 18th. Free. The city of owasso is
offering a free landfill day this Saturday.
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Audience:  27,371  

 Ad Value:  $70   Calc Ad Value:  $70  
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 202.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox 23 News Daybreak
Apr 22

2014 05:00AM CT  
 

 

[5:25:57 AM]  Netflix says the price increase will help pay for more
programming. Tulsa's MAYFEST has announced its headlining performers for
this year's festival. This video was taken last year. The festival will have art,
live music, food and drinks, and organizers are expecting more than people
to attend. Paul thorn will headline opening night, black Joe Lewis will perform
Friday, and bob Schneider will take the stage Saturday. MAYFEST runs from
may 15th to the 18th. Admission is free. )Emergency sirens getting an
upgrade.
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Value:  $336  
 

  

 203.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Headliners for Tulsa's Mayfest named
Apr 22

2014 09:06AM CT  
 

 

Tulsa International MAYFEST is a little less than a month away, and
organizers Monday announced the bands set to headline the main stage of
the festival. Headliners each evening are blues/rock singer/songwriter Paul
Thorn on May 15, funk and soul band Black Joe Lewis on May 16 and the last
act of the festival May 17 with Austin-based songwriter Bob Schneider.
Subscription Required An online service is needed to view this article in its
entirety.

 

 

 

 204.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT 10
Apr 21

2014 10:00PM CT  
 

 

[10:08:45 PM]  And may have stolen 40-thousand dollars. Anyone with
information is asked to call crime stoppers at 918-596-cops. Paul thorn will
headline MAYFEST'S next month. Opening acts are seth walker, and the
ballroom thieves. On firday black Joe Lewis preforms, and on Saturday bob
Schneider takes the stage at 9:30. MAYFEST is the 15-17. More than 350-
thousand people are expected to attend this year's event a new face in
glenpool. This afternoon, the city held a meet and greet for their new city
manager.
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 205.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Fox 23 News at 9
Apr 21

2014 09:00PM CT  
 

 

[9:25:58 PM]  The 16-ounce packages were produced last month, and
distributed throughout the country. For more information, visit fox23-dot-
com and click on the fox box. New at nine, Tulsa's MAYFEST has announced
its headlining performers for this year's festival. This video was taken last
year. The festival will have art, live music, food and drinks, and organizers are
expecting more than people to attend. Paul thorn will headline opening night,
black Joe Lewis will perform Friday, and bob Schneider will take the stage
Saturday. MAYFEST runs from may 15th to the 18th. Admission is free. When
they escaped from a burning bus, they had to leave many things behind.
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 Nielsen
Audience:  44,801  

 Ad Value:  $600   Calc Ad Value:  $800  

 Calc Publicity
Value:  $2,400  

 
  

 206.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 OFFBEAT: Mayfest announces music headliners
Apr 21

2014 08:10PM CT  
 

 

Tulsa International MAYFEST is coming a little less than a month away, and
organizers Monday announced the band set to headline the main stage of
the festival. Headliners each evening are blues/rock singer/songwriter Paul
Thorn on May 15, funk and soul band Black Joe Lewis on Friday and the last
act of the festival Saturday with Austin-based songwriter Bob Schneider.
Subscription Required An online service is needed to view this article in its
entirety.

 

 

 

 207.  KOKI-FOX  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 FOX23 News at 6
Apr 16

2014 06:00PM CT  
 

 

[6:15:32 PM]  Trevino appeared before the council last week, to state his
case on why, the event needed to be held here, it's something he tells me
before. SOT: 8:55 "from what I hear from other promoters and organizers,
nobody has gone to city council and had to defend a festival, whether it be
MAYFEST or octoberfest. 9:04francisco trevino; President, Tulsa Hispanic
chamber of commercereporter VO: we tried to get councilor skip steele's to
speak with us about the decision today, I placed several phone calls, and left
messages at his council offices but so far I have not received a message back
from his office.
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Audience:  27,807  

 Ad Value:  $450   Calc Ad Value:  $465  

 Calc Publicity
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 208.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT 10
Apr 14

2014 10:00PM CT  
 

 

[10:08:06 PM]  And, excitement's "brewing" tonight as the countdown to
MAYFEST begins. We'll show you what these volunteers were up to this
evening, and how their training will help keep you safe at the big event. Plus,
a voucher system for trash bags?

  

 Nielsen
 Ad Value:  $450   Calc Ad Value:  $180  
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Audience:  68,707  
 Calc Publicity
Value:  $540  

 
  

 209.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT 10
Apr 14

2014 10:00PM CT  
 

 

[10:14:11 PM]  Many people don't have a place to sleep tonight. Donations
are pouring in from around the world. More local news now, MAYFEST starts
one month from tomorrow, and volunteers are getting a head start. Tonight,
alcohol agents trained a group preparing for the big event. The lesson, how
to spot a fake id and when to cut someone off. SOT Eric smoot Oklahoma
alcohol agent tbd MAYFEST volunteers can't drink on the job. Implementing
this new rule saved MAYFEST 20-thousand dollars. The music and arts festival
starts may 15th and runs thru the 18th. There's a new way to get rid of trash
if you live in broken arrow.
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 210.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
 And furthermore ... Hanson announces Tulsa beer, music
festival

Apr 8
2014 07:07AM CT  

 

 

Here's to Hanson! The Tulsa-based trio has announced Hop Jam 2014, a beer
and music festival set for May 18 in the Brady Arts District. The event is
scheduled to coincide with the wind-down of MAYFEST, where the lads got a
big break in 1992.Subscription Required An online service is needed to view
this article in its entirety. You need an online service to view this article in its
entirety. Have an online subscription?

 

 

 

 211.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
 Tulsa World exclusive: Hanson announces May beer and
music festival

Apr 7
2014 08:00PM CT  

 

 

"This same spirit inspired us to get in the beer world in the first place. A
couple years ago we said this craft beer community is really an amazing one,
and we've become knowledgeable and pretty passionate about lots of
different beers across the country." The date of the festival May 18 was
chosen specifically, Taylor Hanson said. The band made its first public
performance at MAYFEST in 1992. The album, "Middle of Nowhere," which
sold 10 million copies worldwide and included the hit "MMMBop," was
released in May 1997. The band hosts Hanson Day every May, which this
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year will coincide with Hop Jam. Hop Jam will take place on the last day of
MAYFEST as festivities there are winding down. "We feel like this is the
crescendo, the exclamation point at the end of that weekend," Taylor Hanson
said. It also happens to be American Craft Beer Week and the day after
another craft beer festival in Oklahoma City.

 

 

 

 212.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Tulsa writer and poet Charlotte Stewart dies at 75
Apr 3

2014 05:00AM CT  
 

 

A one-act play, a series of comic vignettes, and a poetry reading Charlotte
Stewart was just getting started. But as diverse it was, the arts schedule she
once again was coordinating for Tulsa MAYFEST had one big difference this
time around.The artists were people with disabilities."We're becoming more
inclusive," Stewart, who chaired the festival's literary arts committee for
multiple years, told the Tulsa World before MAYFEST in 1990.Focusing on.
disabled artists, she added, "helps us reach even more people in the
community. It really means MAYFEST is for everybody."It was the same way
that Stewart felt about the arts.And to make sure they, too, were inclusive
and "for everybody," she would go to just about any length.A longtime Tulsa
arts patron and volunteer who was an active behind-the-scenes presence in
the. city's and the University of Tulsa's literary arts communities, Charlotte
Cathey Stewart died March 29. She was 75.A memorial service is set for 1
p.m. Thursday at Trinity Episcopal Church with a reception to follow.

 

 

 

 213.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
 Charlotte Stewart, longtime TU provosts aide, Tulsa
literary figure, dies at 75

Apr 2
2014 08:04PM CT  

 

 

A one-act play, a series of comic vignettes and a poetry reading and
Charlotte Stewart was just getting started. But as diverse as that was, the arts
schedule she was helping coordinate for Tulsa MAYFEST had one big
difference this time around: The artists were people with disabilities.
Subscription Required An online service is needed to view this article in its
entirety. You need an online service to view this article in its entirety.

 

 

 

 214.  NewsOn6.com-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
 A Monday St. Patrick's Day Didn't Stop The Tulsa
Celebration

Mar 18
2014 04:03AM CT  

 

In total 10,000 people were expected downtown on Monday as music and
the smell of food trucks poured from every street corner.There was no age
limit for the fun to be had. 9-week-old Sam celebrated his first Tulsa Saint
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Paddy's day, wearing a green puppy dog tail outfit, while his dad played for
the crowd."It makes me so happy," said celebrator Carrie Karlovich. "We try
to come down here for MAYFEST and other events. My husband is involved
with helping Tulsa grow, as far as events like this, so it makes me happy
when I see people are out here doing these things."But with all the people,
police needed to keep an eye on things at all times. We followed Eric Smoot
with the Alcohol Beverage Enforcement Commission, as he checked in with
bartenders.

 

 

 

 215.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 JD McPherson shakes, rattles the Cain's Ballroom
Dec 28

2013 08:47AM CT  
 

 

MICHAEL WYKE/Tulsa World Buy this photo Michael Wyke Tulsa World JD
McPherson shakes, rattles the Cain's Ballroom Hays Carll performs with his
band as he opens the double bill concert with J.D. McPherson at the Cain's
Ballroom in Tulsa, OK, Dec. 27, 2013. MICHAEL WYKE/Tulsa World Buy this
photo JD McPherson shakes, rattles the Cain's Ballroom Broken Arrow singer-
songwriter JD McPherson will headline this year's Tulsa International
MAYFEST on May 19, 2012, and another show at Cain's Ballroom on June 13,
2012. Courtesy J.D. McPherson Buy this photo JD McPherson shakes, rattles
the Cain's Ballroom By JERRY WOFFORD World Scene Writer TulsaWorld.com
| 0 comments A packed Cain's Ballroom was ready to boogie Friday night.
With hometown rocker JD McPherson back on the stage, the crowd was not
disappointed.

 

 

 

 216.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Mayfest extends application deadline for musicians
Dec 28

2013 08:27AM CT  
 

 

Officials have extended the application deadline for those who would like to
perform at next year's MAYFEST. Applications for performers are now due by
Jan. 10. More about Applications ARTICLE: ARTICLE: ARTICLE: More about
Music ARTICLE: More about MAYFEST ARTICLE: Discuss Print Posted in Scene
on Saturday, December 28, 2013 12:00 am. Tags: Applications, Music,
MAYFEST, Application, Deadline, Available, Jan, Org, Extends, Information
Similar Stories Most Read Rules of Conduct 1 Keep it Clean. Please avoid
obscene, vulgar, lewd, racist or sexually-oriented language. 2 Don't Threaten
or Abuse.

 

 

 

 217.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Good Day Tulsa
Dec 18
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2013 09:00AM CT  
 

 
[9:02:40 AM]  Hard to believe, but MAYFEST will be here before you know it.
So it's time to start getting ready now. Endors like j- and-b jewelry are getting
their applications in now.

  

 

 Nielsen
Audience:  17,255  

 Ad Value:  $100   Calc Ad Value:  $27  

 Calc Publicity
Value:  $80  

 
  

 218.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Good Day Tulsa
Dec 18

2013 09:00AM CT  
 

 

[9:09:32 AM] Live toss back cajun ed'shebert's speciality meats 2107 east 71st
street just west of Lewis avenue in the big red house 918-298-8400 www.
Cajuned. Com MAYFEST is getting ready for its 42nd year of great food,
performers and visual artists.
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 219.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Good Day Tulsa
Dec 18

2013 09:00AM CT  
 

 

[9:17:10 AM]  But before you know it, we'll be enjoying MAYFEST. So now,
they're taking applications from vendors, as well as performing and visual
artists. Or maybe you'd like to be a volunteer. Heather pingry is here this
morning, along with jewelry artist jodi Robinson. MAYFESTMAY 15th - 18th,
2014 downtown Tulsa taking applications now music: www. Tulsamay fest.
Org/music visual artists: www.
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 Ad Value:  $100   Calc Ad Value:  $67  

 Calc Publicity
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 220.  KTUL-ABC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Good Day Tulsa
Dec 17

2013 09:00AM CT  
 

 
[9:57:42 AM]  And it's already time to start talking "MAYFEST. They're looking
for vendors and volunteers.
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 221.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 WEEKEND MORNING
Nov 3

2013 10:00AM CT  
 

 
[10:40:00 AM]  With us this morning is the executive director of MAYFEST,
Heather pingry, to tell us a little bit about the upcoming festival. The festival
features more than 75 performers on three outdoor stages.

 

 

[10:42:47 AM]  The four day festival will also have 30 food trucks and
vendors. The 42nd MAYFEST begins may 15th. More than 350-thousand
people are expected to attend. Still to come, a recap of this morning's
headlines.

  

 

 Nielsen
Audience:  20,067  

 Ad Value:  $150   Calc Ad Value:  $150  

 Calc Publicity
Value:  $450  

 
  

 222.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
 Papier-mache Halloween decorations won't spook your
budget

Oct 19
2013 11:06AM CT  

 

 

Children love it for that reason, yet some children don't like putting their
hands in the goo. One of Contreras' students, Andrei Mikhailov, began doing
papier-mache sculpture when he was 7. Now at age 9, he has done several
large pieces including the Gigantasaurus, a red and black dinosaur that won
an award at MAYFEST this year. He is currently working on a life-sized papier-
mache knight, she said. Contreras works with Andrei to brainstorm all sorts
of things that can be used as structures and weight for these large pieces,
including old clothing or plastic bags filled with sand.

 

 

 

 223.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 The Art of Paper
Oct 18

2013 09:26PM CT  
 

 

So, children love it for that reason and some children dont like putting their
hands in the goo. One of Contreras students, Andrei Mikhailov, began doing
papier-mch sculpture when he was 7. Now at age 9, he has done several
large pieces including the Gigantasaurus, a red and black dinosaur which won
an award at MAYFEST this year. He is currently working on a life-sized papier-
mch knight, she said. Contreras works with Andrei to brainstorm all sorts of
things that can be used as structures and weight for these large pieces,

http://c.moreover.com/click/here.pl?z10107814830&z=1600249715
http://c.moreover.com/click/here.pl?z10107814830&z=1600249715
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including old clothing or plastic bags filled with sand.
 

 

 

 224.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
 Cain's slates 3 Oklahoma-tied acts for holiday-season
shows

Sep 18
2013 12:54AM CT  

 

 

Broken Arrow native McPherson has been touring the world with his '50s
style rock 'n' roll, building a steady fan base with his retro sound. Carll got his
start in the Houston area of Texas and after a stint in Arkansas, brought his
Americana style to Austin and then back to the Houston area. Carll has played
in Tulsa several times, including at the 2012 MAYFEST and most recently in
March at Mercury Lounge. LaRue will ring in the new year on Dec. 31 at
Cain's.

 

 

 

 225.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 
 JD McPherson returns to Cain's Ballroom in December
Ticket prices are $20 in adv

Sep 16
2013 03:52PM CT  

 

 

McPhersons retro style takes some influence from 50s rock and roll, for a
raucous and exciting show, especially for his hometown crowd. Carlls honkey-
tonk singer/songwriter style of maverick country has earned him growing
notoriety especially after his fourth album, KMAG YOYO (& Other American
Stories) Carll has performed in Tulsa several times, including at the 2012
MAYFEST. Music Thompson Square's set list Saturday night at the BOK Center
included the country-rock duo's hits "Are You Going to Kiss Me or Not," "If I
Didn't Have You," and "Everything I Shouldn't Be Thinking About." We have
your chance to win tickets to see former Tulsan and "American Idol" winner.
David Cook at his gig in Tulsa on Sept.

 

 

 

 226.  KOTV-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 NEWS ON 6 AT FIVE
Sep 9

2013 05:00PM CT  
 

 

[5:18:35 PM]  Now it's got new stone paving, benches and tables - to restore
it to its original beauty. Barbara heses chairman Tulsa parking authority: "the
green was like a centerpiece for Tulsa. MAYFEST came here - people from
the hotel. We considered it a crown jewel. And over the years it - like a lot of
things do - it kind of fell into disrepair.

  

 

 Nielsen
Audience:  49,975  

 Ad Value:  $1,000   Calc Ad Value:  $600  

 Calc Publicity
Value:  $1,800  
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 227.  NewsOn6.com-CBS  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Downtown Tulsa Park Gets New Look, New Name
Sep 9

2013 10:40PM CT  
 

 

Now, it's got new stone paving, benches and tables, to restore it to its
original beauty. "The Green was like a centerpiece for Tulsa. MAYFEST came
here, people from the hotel. We considered it a crown jewel. And over the
years it - like a lot of things do - it kind of fell into disrepair," said Tulsa
Parking Authority Chair Barbara Hess.

 

 

 

 228.  TulsaWorld.com  Newspaper   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Deco District on its way to Blue Dome, Brady Arts success
Sep 2

2013 12:07AM CT  
 

 

"It wasn't booming, but the cobwebs had yet to take over," said Kroblin, co-
owner with her daughter, Sarah Bryson, of The Full Deco shop at 15 E. Fifth
St. They opened in December 2012. Following the oil bust in the '80s,
Kroblin's attention was focused in other areas of town, like Cherry Street or
Brookside. "It seems I only came downtown for MAYFEST because there just
wasn't anything else to do as building upon building would close up," she
said. When out-of-town friends came to visit, she'd drive them around,
looking at the architecture. and they'd laugh at the downtown with no
people and the river with no water," she said.

 

 

 

 229.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT 5
Jul 4 2013 05:00PM

CT  
 

 

[5:16:40 PM]  They've performed around 300 inspections at 70 events so far
this year. "The bigger events like MAYFEST or the fair, of course, we're out
there about every day. Health inspectors look for the same things in a Mobile
kitchen or food vendor that they do in a restaurant kitchen. But there are
things you can look for to make sure your food will be safe before you eat it.

  

 

 Nielsen
Audience:  27,982  

 Ad Value:  $150   Calc Ad Value:  $90  

 Calc Publicity
Value:  $270  

 
  

 230.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS TODAY AT 5 AM
Jul 4 2013 05:00AM

CT  
 

[5:33:03 AM]  Tulsa County has 20 field inspectors. They've performed
around 300 inspections at 70 events so far this year. "The bigger events like
MAYFEST or the fair, of course, we're out there about every day. Health

http://c.moreover.com/click/here.pl?z9761385364&z=1650248901
http://c.moreover.com/click/here.pl?z9761385364&z=1650248901
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inspectors look for the same things in a Mobile kitchen or food vendor that
they do in a restaurant kitchen. But there are things you can look for to make
sure your food will be safe before you eat it.

  

 

 Nielsen
Audience:  5,603  

 Ad Value:  $30   Calc Ad Value:  $25  

 Calc Publicity
Value:  $75  

 
  

 231.  KJRH-TV [NBC 2]  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 Tips to safely eating festival food
Jul 4 2013 01:25AM

CT  
 

 

(www.kjrh.com/4thofjuly) Tulsa County has 20 field inspectors. They've
performed around 300 inspections at 70 events so far this year. "The bigger
events, like MAYFEST or the fair, of course, we're out there about every day,"
said Wise. "Quite a few events that happen in Tulsa County are just one- or
two-day events, so we don't really have to go back." Health inspectors look
for the same things in a mobile kitchen or food vendor that they do in a
restaurant kitchen. But there are things you can look for to make sure your
food will be safe before you eat it.

 

 

 

 232.  KJRH-NBC  Television   Market: Tulsa, OK (60) 

 2 NEWS AT 10
Jul 3 2013 10:00PM

CT  
 

 

[10:15:17 PM]  They've performed around 300 inspections at 70 events so far
this year. "The bigger events like MAYFEST or the fair, of course, we're out
there about every day. Health inspectors look for the same things in a Mobile
kitchen or food vendor that they do in a restaurant kitchen. But there are
things you can look for to make sure your food will be safe before you eat it.
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Audience:  34,419  

 Ad Value:  $450   Calc Ad Value:  $285  

 Calc Publicity
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Total Calc Publicity
Value:

 $294,672
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Look for this little treasure chest to win prizes, 
including $2500 from The Rowland Group! Watch 

And the moment we've all been waiting for. ... Here is 
.......,. the 2014 Tulsa International Maytest Pertorming 

The 2014 poster art original painting by Phill 
Cooper, seen below, is on display and silent 

On Saturday, May 17, Bob Schneider Music takes 
the stage at 9:30 p.m. as the ftagship act, as an 

iCJ The 2014 Invitational Gallery Opening will take place 
Wednesday, May 14 at 6 p.m. in the Williams 

On Friday, May 16, Black Joe Lewis, pertorming 
gritty funk and soul pieces, headlines at 9:30 p.m. 

You can now view the 2014 Visual Artist list on our 
website below. We showcase a wondertul mix of 

i:ij On Thursday, May 15, Paul Thorn will headline 
Ill Maytest's opening night at 9:30 p.m. Thorn is 

Iii For $5 your little ones can start their art collection 
with a piece from Art Beginnings! Lots of great art to 

And there you have it....the 2014 Tulsa International 
Maytest Poster. This yea(s artist is Tulsa native Phil 
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